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 In three-dimensional fluorescence microscopy, the image formation process is 
inherently depth variant (DV) due to the refractive index mismatch between imaging 
layers, which causes depth-induced spherical aberration (SA). In this study, we present a 
quantitative comparison among different image restoration techniques developed based 
on a DV imaging model for microscopy in order to assess their ability to correct SA and 
their impact on restoration. The imaging models approximate DV imaging by either 
stratifying the object space or image space. For the reconstruction purpose, we used 
regularized DV algorithms with object stratification method such as the Expectation 
Maximization (EM), Conjugate Gradient; Principal Component Analysis based 
expectation maximization (PCA-EM), and Inverse filtering (IF). Reconstructions from 
simulated data and measured data show that better restoration results are achieved with 
the DV PCA-EM method than the other DV algorithms in terms of execution time and 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Fluorescence microscopy is widely used in the study of three-dimensional (3-D) 
structures in biological cells and tissues. Deconvolution approaches provide a restored 3-
D image typically by accounting for the distortion introduced by the microscope system 
characterized by the point-spread function (PSF) [1].  In the last few decades, several 
image estimation algorithms for computational optical sectioning microscopy (COSM) 
[2] have been developed. Space-invariance (SI) of the PSF assumed by many of these 
algorithms developed for COSM usually holds for small imaging depths. However, this 
assumption does not hold for imaging thick specimens because of the depth-induced 
spherical aberration due to the refractive index (RI) mismatch between the specimen and 
the immersion medium of the objective lens cause the PSF to change at each imaging 
depth. When PSF depth variability is significant, the use of multiple depth-variant (DV) 
PSFs is necessary in data processing to reduce undesirable computation artifacts. 
Computation of the DV forward imaging problem requires superposition of 3-D 
convolutions and it has a higher computational load than the single convolution operation 
in the SI case. Most of the high performance iterative image estimation algorithms [3] [4] 
[5] [6] [7] rely on the computation of the image formation model at each iteration. A 
model with high computational complexity could greatly increase the computation load 
rendering algorithms impractical.  
This thesis investigates depth variant image restoration techniques developed for 
(Widefield) fluorescence microscopy. It is found that most of the biological samples are 
thick and hence existing SI restoration algorithms are not good choice for the 
reconstruction using the measured data. The performance analysis of [3] suggests that SI 
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restoration algorithms cannot provide good restoration for thick samples. So through our 
study we did not consider SI restoration algorithms.   Our objective is to find the optimal 
algorithm among the Depth variant algorithms for the reconstruction purpose based on 
some qualitative and quantitative analysis from the experimental data. These comparisons 
are necessary as the microscopy observation plays an important role in the field of 
microbiology, medical science, pathology and biological research where human health is 
a primary concern. We have considered both non-iterative and iterative restoration 
algorithms that can be performed on three-dimensional fluorescence images. Like the 
inverse imaging problem solution, the forward model of the image formation is equally 
important as inverse operation of the forward imaging is computed during the image 
restoration process. An overview of the principles of fluorescence microscopy and the 
characteristics of 3-D image formation are reviewed hereon.  
 
A.  Fluorescence Microscopy 
The instrument of the modern light microscope has evolved enormously since the 
invention of the first light microscope by Zacharias Jansen in 1590 [8]. The schematic 
diagram of the epi-illumination fluorescence microscope [9] is depicted in Fig. 1. Here 
the emission of the sample and the emitted fluorescence light are collected from the same 
objective lens. This hinders the penetration of illumination light in the detection light path 
[10]. 
Epi-fluorescence microscope has its wide-field illumination that enables 
simultaneous imaging of the entire focal plane.  Based on the quality of an acquired 
three-dimensional image, the performance of a wide-field microscope is not good 
enough. The wide-field illumination is considered as the major drawback of the 
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microscope. As the illumination is done throughout the sample simultaneously, not only 





Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a Conventional wide-field fluorescence microscope 
 
When the fluorescence sample gets illuminated with the proper wavelength, it emits 
light at a longer wavelength. The emitted light can be detected through eyepiece of the 
microscope or by the CCD camera. The emitted light from the out of focus regions 
cannot be distinguished from that of in focus regions. Therefore the image will be 
combination of sharp image from the in-focus plane with a blurred image of the out of 
focus regions.  Hence the primary application of the widefield microscope was imaging 
thin samples. The image acquisition of a conventional wide-field microscope from both 
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in-focus and out-focus regions result in very poor resolution along the optical axis. To 
illustrate this, we recorded a widefield image with 63x magnification of a spherical 
florescence green-ring-blue-throughout bead of diameter 6 µm. Both lateral and axial 




   
Fig. 2. Center XY plane (left), XZ plane (Middle) and YZ plane (right) of a fluorescence 
bead imaged by fluorescence microscope. The diameter of the bead is 6 um (Channels 
Alexa Fluor and DAPI), the observation has 63x magnification and lateral or axial 
resolution is 0.1 µm. The immersion medium is oil and the refractive index of the 
immersion medium is1.515. The sample medium is optical cement and its refractive 
index is 1.46. Size of the observation is 71.6x71.6x63 µm
3
; Lens: 63x/1.4 NA; 
Wavelength:  489 nm. 
 
 
B.  Aberrations in 3D Microscopy Image Formation 
   Aberration is a common phenomenon in depth variant imaging due to due to 
refractive index mismatch between the sample medium and the immersion medium.   The 
space invariant (SI) algorithms cannot restore the image properly from depth induced 
aberration for the thick samples. In depth variant imaging each 2D focused image plane 
can be distorted by the effects of the defocused projections of the illuminated light from 
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the specimen. The amplitude of the airy pattern defines the resolution of the system.  In a 
light microscope, the axial resolution is worse than the lateral resolution. 
There are mainly five different types of aberrations and these are spherical 
aberration (SA), field curvature aberration, chromatic aberration, coma and astigmatism. 
These aberrations can be caused by misalignment of the system, curvature of the lens, 
refraction index mismatch within the sample and the immersion medium of the objective 
lens [11] [12]. Except spherical aberrations, fluorescence microscopes are corrected for 
most of these aberrations. So imaging thick samples with depth induced SA is a 
challenging issue for the conventional microscope. 
 
1) Spherical Aberration  
   Spherical Aberration (SA) is significant since by nature fluorescence microscope 
systems are shift variant. Shift variant nature is categorized into lateral and axial shift 
variances. Due to axial shift variance nature, spherical aberrations can be introduced in 
the observations.  
When compared with the depth of focus of a high Numerical Aperture (NA) lens 
(0.15 to 0.20 µm) the biological samples are considered thick (diameter of the cells can 
range from 5 to 10µm and tissue slices > 10 µm) and as they have refractive index close 
to that of water (n=1.33) and the refractive index of the typical oil immersion medium of 
high NA lenses is greater (n=1.515), spherical aberration takes place. The object is at best 
focus by the design detector (camera) plane immediately below the coverslip.  As the 
light passes through the layers of specimen, coverslip and immersion medium, due to 
principle of refraction light will change the direction and as a result the any point source 
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at the object space will be seen at the deeper depth. For the object points positioned deep 
in the specimen, light emitted by the observation point must pass through layers whose 
refractive indices and thickness can vary significantly. This results in optical path error 
and it causes spherical aberration which in turn severely degrade the resolution of the 3D 
image [12] [13].  Fig. 3 shows the effect of depth induced spherical aberration on 
fluorescence microscope based imaging. The actual depth of the object referred to as the 
true depth, is different than the apparent depth due to a shift.
 
Fig. 3. Depth induced spherical aberration in fluorescence microscopy due to RI 
mismatch. 
 
In Fig. 4, spherical aberration can be observed in the images due to the nature of the 
PSFs at different depth. The PSF at depth 0 µm (which is assumed immediately below the 
coverslip) does not suffer from aberration and so it looks symmetrical along the z axis.  
As we increase the depth the PSF looses its symmetric properties and becomes 
spherically aberrated as well as the image of a test object. Consequently we see that the 
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observation at depth 38.4 µm is the most spherically aberrated compared to the other 
images in Fig. 4. 
 
Fig. 4. XZ cut view of the 3D space:  a) Object, b) PSF at 0 µm c) PSF at 19.2 µm d) PSF 
at 38.4 µm e) Observation due to PSF at 0 µm f) Observation due to PSF at 19.2 µm g) 
Observation at 38.4 µm. Immersion medium is air (RI=1). 20x/0.8 NA air lens objective 
was used to attain the observation.  The diameter of the bead is 6 µm and the fluorescence 
shell thickness is 0.6 µm. The axial and lateral pixel spacing’s are 0.3 µm per voxel.  The 






C.  Image Restoration in Fluorescence Microscopy 
Blur due to point spread function of a fluorescence microscope can impede 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of the image by decreasing the accuracy of the 
measurements performed. The goal of the image restoration algorithms is to invert the 
degradations that the microscope ascribes on the image. This necessitates a precise model 
of image formation.  A wide-field microscope ascribes two types of alterations on the 
image, a distortion by the point spread function and another by noise.  
The main source of noise in an image attained with a microscope system is the 
Poisson noise [10]. Gaussian noise can be another source of distortion [14]Most of the 
image restoration schemes demands a priori knowledge about the PSF. Blind image 
restoration algorithms, do not postulate knowledge about that.  In our work we 
concentrate on the restoration algorithms that require a priori knowledge about the PSF. 
We classify our algorithms into non-iterative and iterative methods. Eventually in each 
part we reckon depth-variant and space-invariant restoration algorithms. Most of the 
restoration algorithms studied in this thesis incorporates regularization, a method used to 
minimize the effects of noise on the solution of the inverse imaging problem. 
 
1) 3D Deconvolution Algorithms to Improve Optical Sectioning 
One of the conventional uses of computational imaging applied to 3D microscopy 
was to reduce the effect of defocus information from the images [2]. A system is called 
space invariant when it has non-spherically aberrant feature. In this case the system is 
characterized by a single SI PSF. Assuming that the microscope is a space-invariant 
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imaging system, 3D observation can be modeled numerically as the convolution of the 
3D PSF of the system with the underlying 3D object.  Hence based on the a priori 
knowledge of the system PSF and deconvolution methods, it is feasible to compute a 
better representation of the underlying object by solving the inverse imaging problem.  
Ill conditioned matricesor non-optimized reconstruction can lead to noise 
amplification during the processing of deconvolution. Regularization methods [15] [16] 
have been developed to minimize the effects of noise amplification. 
Several deconvolution algorithms are exhibited in the Computational Optical 
Sectioning Microscopy Open Source (COSMOS) software developed at the 
Computational Imaging Research Lab (CIRL) in the University of Memphis [17], for 
processing measured data attained from a light microscope in order to obtain3D Image 
reconstruction. 
The COSMOS [17] software package includes both non-iterative (Linear) and 
iterative computational methods. The regularized linear least squares method (LLS)  
[18]and the linear maximum a posteriori (L-MAP)  [19]are non-iterative and thus very 
fast compared to iterative methods. The iterative algorithm such as the Expectation 
Maximization (EM) algorithms [4] [7] which solves a maximum likelihood estimation 
problem based on Poisson model is especially suitable for low-light fluorescence 
imaging.  We used COSMOS to process the space-invariant expectation maximization 
algorithm (SIEM) [7], the depth-variant expectation maximization algorithm (DVEM) [4] 
and the depth-variant principal component analysis based expectation maximization (DV-





D. Related work 
The Expectation Maximization – Maximum likelihood Estimation (EM-MLE) 
was proposed by Richardson-Lucy [20] [21] using different principles, for image 
restoration in astronomy. Later many authors tried to adapt this concept to restore images 
for the microscope. 
Holmes, Willis [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] introduced the concept of EM-MLE 
algorithm to fluorescence microscopy. The algorithm iteratively traces the maximum 
likelihood estimator (MLE) when the image is corrupted with Poisson noise. Based on 
the EM-MLE algorithm, several authors have derived blind deconvolution methods [28] 
[29] [30] [31]that do not require a priori cognizance on the PSF of the system. Eventually 
these algorithms estimate both the original object and the PSF from the measured images. 
The Richardson-Lucy algorithm is a non-linear, iterative method that yields a 
positive constrained restoration result [10]. This algorithm solves a non-regularized 
maximum likelihood estimation problem. It is therefore sensitive to the noise realizations 
present in the acquired image [10]. To reduce this sensitivity, several authors proposed 
different methods to regularize the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. 
Snyder [32]examined the statesby regularizing the EM-MLE algorithm. Joshi and 
Miller [33] organized Good’s roughness in the Richardson-Lucy algorithm. Conchello 




An approximation to the DV forward model based on a strata interpolation 
method and multiple DV-PSFs has been previously introduced by Preza and Conchello 
[4]. Using the strata model [4], Preza and Conchello developed a depth-variant 
expectation maximization (DV-EM) algorithm for image estimation [4].  The DV-EM is 
an iterative algorithm with an inherent slow convergence compared to DV conjugate 
gradient (DV-CG) [3]. A second DV algorithm with accelerated convergence was 
developed and investigated. The new DV algorithm is an extension of an accelerated 
conjugate gradient method developed for 3-D microscopy by Schaefer et al [36]. The new 
DV conjugate gradient (DV-CG) for maximum likelihood algorithm developed by 
Schaefer and me [3]was implemented based on an approximate DV forward imaging 
models that either stratifies the object or image space. The latter is only approximately 
consistent with the underlying physical processes involved in the image formation. 
However, it does allow the development of a DV inverse filtering approach [37]. 
 
E.  Thesis contribution 
Fluorescence microscopy has been established as very important diagnostic tool 
in nearly all scientific disciplines. It plays an important role on fundamental medical and 
biological research. Microbiology, which is a study of micro-organisms, includes 
bacteria, yeasts, simple fungi, algae, protozoans and viruses. Micro-organisms are able to 
infect living tissues and can be responsible for causing disease. Hence for effective 
treatment it is necessary to identify the infecting agent. Important techniques in detecting 




Direct observation of viruses is beyond the capacity of the light microscope. The 
presence of viruses in cells can be determined by morphological changes, by using 
specific fluorescently labeled antibodies to specific viral antigens. Bacteria are the 
smallest of light microscope-visible organisms and they generally require the usage of oil 
immersion lenses to improve resolution of bacterial shape and cell structure. But due to 
refractive index mismatch and the depth of the specimen the observation gets blurry and 
highly spherically aberrated using the light-microscope [38]. It is necessary to get the 
restoration result within a short time for the pathological need or biological research and 
at the same time it is also necessary to ensure the quality of the microscopy image. So 
comparison among the depth variant image restoration algorithms are necessary to select 
a suitable one for the practical purpose. 
Most of the existing microscope image restoration algorithms assume that blur 
due to PSF is space invariant [6]. Few depth variant image restoration algorithms [3] [4] 
[5] [6]  were developed to address spherical aberration due to depth variant PSFs. 
However comparison among the DV algorithms is necessary for the perfect choice of 
deconvolution. In this thesis comparisons among the DV restoration algorithms have 
been studied in detail. 
We present both qualitative and quantitative comparisons among different image 
restoration techniques developed based on approximate strata-based DV imaging models 
for fluorescence microscopy. These comparisons play a vital role in making the decision 
of which algorithm is efficient in terms of response time and quality of the 
reconstruction.  The models employed by these methods approximate DV imaging using  
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a strata model and a small number of DV PSFs. The DV model based on non-overlapping 
strata in object space and a sum in image space [4], is analogous to the overlap-add 
method employed in computing the convolution using a stratified discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) [39]. The DV-EM and one implementation of DV-CG are based on this 
model. On the other hand, DV inverse filter (DV-IF) developed in this study, is based on 
an image space stratification model, which is comparable to the DFT overlap-save 
method on a stratified DFT [39] . This approach has also been used in the enhanced 
merging masks algorithm (EMMA) [37]. Our collaborator Lutz Schaefer implemented 
the DV-CG algorithm using both the “overlap-add” and “overlap-save” approaches in 
order to assess their impact on the restoration method. We find that DV-PCA-EM 
algorithm that offers the equivalent performance yet much faster than that of strata based 
DV-EM is also compared with the other algorithms. 
 
F.  Thesis Organization 
The thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, the model for DV image 
formation and its approximations based on the two strata based approaches are presented. 
Methods for image restoration like depth variant and depth invariant approaches are 
discussed in Chapter 5. This chapter focuses on different estimation algorithms employed 
in this study and on the impact of the regularization parameter on the results obtained 
from these restoration techniques in the presence of noise. In Chapter 4, simulation 
methods obtained with the different DV algorithms under investigation are presented. 
Chapter 4 also describes the estimation results obtained from measured images from the 
fluorescence microscope. The thesis concludes with a discussion of our estimation results 
and algorithm performance. 
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II. IMAGE FORMATION 
A.     Image Formation in a Fluorescence Microscope 
The axial and lateral spacing of a microscope identifies the limit of the fine details 
of the specimen. The axial and lateral spacing of the microscope that influences the 
imaging process can be modeled by the PSF of the microscope. The PSF pattern 
determines the imaging of a single point of a sample. In our study, we generated the PSFs 
using the Gibson and Lanni model [1]. The object can be considered as the collection of 
points where the image can be created by replacing each point with that of corresponding 
PSF weighted by the intensity of each point. This operation is known as convolution in 
microscopy imaging process. In a fluorescence microscope the formation of an image is 
the convolution of the object with the corresponding PSFs of the microscope. The PSF 
pattern depends on the depth the point light source is located in the sample. At 0 µm 
depth below the coverslip, the PSF has symmetric form in the axial direction. With the 
increase of depth, the position of the maximum intensity of PSF is shifted up or down in 
the axial direction due to the refractive index mismatches between the sample medium 
and the immersion medium and DV PSF becomes asymmetric in the axial direction. An 
asymmetric PSF increases the amount of blur in the image and reduces the image 
resolution [10]. Fig. 5 and 6 show these phenomena. 
Besides point spread function, other factors like background intensity originating 
from autofluorescence, background fluorescence also influence the image formation of a 
fluorescence microscope. Noise due to photon counts also distorts the image. In modern, 
microscope systems Poisson noise is the dominant source of noise caused by photon 
counting [10] and this type of noise is added in the observation due to the lack of photons 
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[40]. The observed image is a realization from a Poisson point process in space with 
intensity λ(x,y), where mean and  variance equal to λ(x,y) Gaussian noise distribution is 
also another source of distortion. The rule of thumb says if λ(x,y) ≥ 50 (for 8 bit image), 
then Gaussian noise introduces in the measured data [40]. 
If the effects of light scattering are neglected by the image formation model and if 
the RI variations throughout the embedding medium and the specimen are negligible, 
then an average RI can be used to model the sample. With these assumptions, the PSF 
varies only with the depth under the cover slip at which the microscope is focused. This 
is due to the RI mismatch between the immersion medium of the lens and the sample. If 
the PSF does not change very rapidly with depth, then it is possible to approximate the 
forward imaging model with a superposition of piecewise convolutions using a small 
number of spatially variant PSFs, each computed at a different depth.  
 
   
           (a)            (b)            (c) 
Fig. 5. PSFs due to a point source at depth a)  0 µm, b) 9.6 µm  and c) 19.2 µm, within the 
sample (RI = 1.333). Emission wavelength: 525 nm; Lens: 20x 0.8 NA, dry (RI = 1); 






Fig. 6 demonstrates the change in the pattern of the PSF along the Z axis. The oil 
immersion for the 63x lens has RI = 1.515. The PSF used for the carcinoma has RI = 
1.37<1.515 so it has a downward facing aberration. The bead PSF has RI = 1.59 >1.515, 











Fig. 6. Introduction of negative and positive SA with depth variant PSF due to RI 
mismatch between the sample and the immersion media. a) PSF ( RI of the sample 
medium is 1.37 and b) PSF (RI of the sample medium is1.59); 63X/1.4 NA oil lens; RI of 
the immersion medium is 1.515; Pixel size is 100 nm; Wavelength is 605 nm. 
 
Simulated images computed using the image formation model in [4] are depicted 
in Fig. 9. 
 
B. Space invariant (SI) imaging model and approximation based on strata model 
In the space invariant (SI) imaging model, the observation of a sample ( )f x  is 
given by  
 






where ⊗  is the 3-D convolution operation, ( , , )x x y z= , ( )h x is the system’s SI PSF, 
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and ),,( 111 zzyyxxh −−− is the SI PSF, which remains same throughout the entire image 
plane.  
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( , , , )h x x y y z z− − is the DV PSF, which changes in terms of depth.  
It has been shown in [4] that the DV imaging model, can be approximated using a 
strata-based representation of the object, in which it is assumed to be the sum of Mnon-
overlapping strata given by 
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are the coefficients for the linear interpolation in Eq. (5), );()( mm Zxhxh = , and Zm is the 
depth at which the m
th
 stratum starts. As evident in Eq. (5), each stratum of the object is 
weighted by the appropriate coefficient and then convolved with two DV-PSFs that are 
most valid at the depths that bound the stratum. This allows a variable number of 
neighboring planes (slices) in the object to be associated with one or the other DV-PSF, 
or with the interpolation of the two DV-PSFs.  .  
 
C.  Implementation of the DV forward model using the Overlap-add and Overlap-
save approximations 
One of the applications of the First Fourier Transform (FFT) was to implement 
convolution faster than the conventional method. Finite impulse response and 
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Where x(n) is the input signal of length N, h(n) is the impulse response of the system of 
length L and y(n) is the filtered output. Output y(n) should have length (N+L-1) and the 
computation requires NL multiplication and (N-1)(L-1) addition [42]. For the 
convolution with large volume of data depth variant methods like “overlap-add” and 
“overlap-save” are very efficient and faster than the conventional convolution approach 
[42]. This section discusses these two approaches using an example. 
To use FFT for convolution, zeros are appended to the signal or impulse sequence 
(PSF) until they are both the same length. If the FFT of the signal x(n) (object) is 
multiplied block-by-block by the FFT of the PSF h(n), the result is the FFT of the output 
y(n). The length of y(n) acquired by an inverse FFT is the same as the length of the input 
x(n). Because the DFT or FFT is a periodic transform, the convolution implemented 
using this FFT approach is cyclic convolution which means the output of y(n) is wrapped 
or aliased. To overcome this aliasing blocks of zeros can be appended to both x(n) and 
h(n) until their lengths are N + L -1.  
 
1) Overlap-add method 
Because convolution is linear, the output of a long sequence of input can be 
computed by adding the outputs of each block of the input. Here the output blocks are 
longer than that of input because of zero padding.  
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If the block length is N for input x(n) and it is greater than the impulse length L, 
the output from the second block will overlap the tail of the output from the first block 
and they will be added to compute y(n).  Hence this method is called overlap-add [42]. 
Fig. 7 shows the scenario for N = 10, L = 5. Combining the overlap-add process with that 
of FFT yields a very effective convolution algorithm that is faster than direct calculation 
for lengths above 20 to 50 blocks of input signal or system impulse response.  
As the possibility of information loss in the convolution process is very low, this 
‘Overlap add’ method can be an ideal choice to create the simulated forward image for 
the simulation purpose. In other way, although the forward imaging convolution of the 
PSF and object may cross the boundary of the block or strata, for the zero padding with 
the blocks the blurred information is not lost and participates in the final output 






Fig. 7. Overlap add algorithm. The sequence y(n) is the result of convolving x(n) with the 
sequence of impulse response  h(n) of length 5 blocks.   
 
 
Here h(n) is 0.2 for n=0,1,……4. The block length is 10 and the length of the 
overlap region is 4. Input x(n)=x1(n)+x2(n)+……. and y(n)=y1(n)+y2(n)+………………. 
Where yi(n) is the result of convolving xi(n) with the impulse sequence h(n) [42] 
 
2) Overlap-save method 
Overlap-save, which is slightly different than the above algorithm is also used 




Rather than sectioning the input and computing the output from the overlapped 
regions (Fig. 7) from these individual input blocks, the output block will be sectioned and 
then use whatever part of the input contributes to that output block, i.e. there will not be 
any zero padding with the output blocks. Hence the information that gets blurred out of 
the block due to convolution gets discarded from the final output [42]. This method is 
also called overlap-discard as instead of summing the overlapped output blocks, the 
overlapped portion of the output blocks are discarded. The overlap-save method is 




Fig. 8. Overlap-save Algorithm. The sequence y(n) is the result of convolving input 
sequence x(n) with an impulse  sequence h(n) of length 5. In this example, h(n) = 0.2 for 
n = 0….. 4. Each block has length of10, the overlapped region is 4. The sequence y(n) is 
obtained, by adding block by block, from the appropriate block of yi(n), where yi(n) is 
result of convolving xi(n) with the impulse h(n) [42]. 
 
The idea is to save the part of the first input block that contributes to the second 
output block. Here we notice the space and speed advantages of this method compared to 
the overlap-add method due to lack of zero padding. But when due to convolution with 
impulses the information of the input can be blurred out of the block, this may not be 
considered as an appropriate approach. If the convolution result does not cross the 
boundary of the output block or strata, overlap–save method can be considered as the 
better choice between these two algorithms. 
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In fluorescence microscopy imaging, during the block by block convolution of the 
stratified object with the PSFs, the result spreads out of the block, which would result in 
information loss using the method of overlap save. Therefore this method is not suitable 




Fig. 9. Simulation of the depth-variant image formation process. a) True object, b) DV 
Point Spread Function (PSF); c) DV convolution of 128 DV PSFs (from depth 0 µm to 
38.4 µm) with the true object obtained from the previous steps, and d) noisy (Poisson and 
Gaussian noise  with Signal to noise ratio (SNR) 6.72 dB) blurred image of the object; 
Radius of each sphere  = 3 µm; Shell thickness = 0.3 µm; Lateral voxel size = 0.3 µm, 
Axial voxel size = 0.3 µm, Refractive index of sample = 1.33; 3D Image size = 19.2 µm x 






III. IMAGE RESTORATION ALGORITHMS 
The aim of image restoration is to invert the degradations that happen at the 
forward imaging process. This requires knowledge on the model of image formation. As 
mentioned earlier, fluorescence microscope can ascribe two types of distortion on the 
image:  blurring due to the Point Spread Function (PSF) and corruption by noise. 
Formulation of the goal of image restoration of thick sample can be settled by DV 
deconvolution process using the DV PSFs with appropriate regularization method to 
mitigate the noise. This inverse method is described in Fig. 10. However, Blind image 
restoration algorithms do not claim knowledge on point spread function. Instead these 
algorithms seek to restore the image from the observation and estimate the PSF 
simultaneously [28]. But here the run time complexity may become very high.  
 
 
Fig. 10. General image restoration procedure along with the forward imaging method. 
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In what follows we review different restoration methods that have been 
previously developed for fluorescence microscopy. The performance of these methods is 
evaluated in the presence of depth-induced aberrations in Chapter 4. 
 
A.     Space invariant Restoration 
Space invariant (SI) restoration is accomplished with a single PSF at a specific 
depth. Therefore SI restoration is appropriate for thin samples. But most of biological 
specimens are thick and hence SI restoration is not appropriate for restoration of 3D 
biological samples. Different SI restoration algorithms are proposed by different authors. 
Some of these algorithms are discussed in Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6.  
 
B.     Depth variant Restoration 
The overlap–add (OA) and overlap–save (OS) methods are efficient methods 
introduced to evaluate the discrete convolution block by block of a long input signal with 
a finite impulse response filter [39]. The solution to the depth-variant inverse imaging 
problem can be approximated conceptually using the OS method [43], [44]. When the OS 
method is used to estimate the restoration, a regularized inverse operatoron the 
observation is performed first and then the result is scaled by the interpolation 
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where 1−⊗ is a regularized inverse operator and the )( zmα  coefficients are the same as in 
Eq. 5. In what follows, we present two iterative algorithms that assume an OA forward 
model (Eq. 5) and reconstruct the object by means of the OS inverse problem solution 
(Eq. 7).  In addition, one of these methods Depth variant Conjugate Gradient (DV-CG) 
reconstructs the object by means of an OA inverse problem solution. In the Simulation 
methods and Results Sections, we include 'OA' or 'OS' in the name of the algorithms to 
designate the approach used in the implementation. 
 
C. Linear algorithms. (Inverse filter) 
Deterministic blurring can be modeled as a convolution of the true object with the 
point spread function. The frequency domain representation of this convolution is the 
multiplication of the Fourier transform of the sample with the optical transfer function 
(OTF), i.e. Fourier transform of the PSF. An approach of image restoration is to divide 
the Fourier transform of the image by the OTF. This procedure is known as inverse 
filtering [45]. 
Restoration by inverse filtering is not suitable since it amplifies to large 
amplification of noise. This amplification is caused by the restoration by inverse filtering 
of the high frequencies in the Fourier domain of the image. In addition, the OTF has low 
intensities at these frequencies. Therefore the inverse filter divides noise-dominated 
frequencies of the image by low transfer values that results in a large amplification of the 
noise in the restoration [10]. The inverse filter considers only the deterministic distortion, 
the blurring into account and hence it has poor performance on noisy images. Therefore 
more sophisticated Inverse filtering algorithm is necessary to avoid distortion. 
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A common way to restore blurred image in the presence of noise is to use 
regularization in the restoration algorithm. In our simulation we use Tikhonov-Miller 
regularization to avoid noise amplification. Wiener filter [45] can also fix the distortion 
that may be a common phenomenon of restoration by inverse filter. These methods 
regularize the result by restoring the frequencies that are dominated by the object and to 
restrain those frequencies that are dominated by noise.  
 These restoration filters estimated the image at frequencies dominated by the 
object. They have a low or zero response at frequencies dominated by noise. Hence these 
linear filters will only restore frequencies inside the bandwidth of the OTF and will not 
restore frequencies outside the bandwidth of the OTF [10]. 
In 3D fluorescence microscopy two regularized linear methods have been 
developed and applied successfully. The regularized linear least squares method [Preza 
JOSAA 1991] and the linear MAP method [Preza SPIE 1993]. Both of these algorithms 
are in the COSMOS software package [http://cirl.memphis.edu/cosmos.php]. 
To obtain a more accurate solution, a depth variant inverse filter (DV-IF) was 
developed, in which the observation is processed M times by applying multiple space-
invariant inverse filters (SI-IF) based on DV-PSFs determined at different depths [37]. 
The M filtered results are weighted and linearly interpolated to form the restored image. 
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mH is the complex conjugate of the 3-D Fourier transform of the m
th
 PSF mh , β  
is the regularization parameter, G is the Fourier transform of the observation g, and F
−1
is 
the inverse Fourier transform in 3-D space.  
 
D.     Iterative Algorithms 
In this section we will discuss different iterative deconvolution methods:  the 
Richardson Lucy (RL) algorithm [20] [21], the Richardson Lucy with Total Variation 
(RLTV) algorithm [46], the depth-variant Expectation Maximization (DV-EM) algorithm 
for maximum likelihood estimation [4], the Conjugate Gradient Maximum likelihood 
(CG-ML) algorithm [Lutz Schaefer and Dietwald Schuster], the Enhanced merging 
masks algorithm (EMMA) algorithm [47]and the H
~
algorithm [47]. When applicable we 
discuss these algorithms for both the space invariant and depth variant cases. 
 
1) Richardson Lucy algorithm 
The general form of a space invariant Richardson Lucy [20] [21] algorithm that 
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Using TV regularization Richardson Lucy algorithm named as RLTV [46] can be 
written as  
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=)(  and TVλ >0 is the TV regularization parameter. 
 





Fig. 11. Flowchart of RLTV algorithm. This flowchart can be used for any regularized 




The DV-RL or DV-RLTV computes iteratively a ML estimation problem using 
the stratum-based model (Eq. 3- Eq. 5).  However this algorithm can be computed using 
EMMA [47]  and H
~
 [47] with the aid of triangular mask functions and SI-PSFs. EMMA 
and H
~




2)  Expectation Maximization (EM) 
 
Space invariant Expectation Maximization (SI-EM) 
The general form of a space Invariant EM algorithm that solves a maximum 
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xh − is the space-reversed known PSF; 
g( x ) is the observation; g
k





( x ); and H(0, z) is the integrated intensity of the estimated PSF at depth z. As the 
integrated intensity of the estimated PSF at depth z is 1, Eq. 11 is same as Eq. 9. 
 
Depth variant Expectation Maximization (DV-EM) 
The DV-EM solves iteratively a ML estimation problem using the expectation-
maximization algorithm and the stratum-based model (Eq. 3- Eq. 5).  The general form of 
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( )ˆ ( )k ig x is the estimated observation from the k
th
 estimate of 
( )( )k if x and 0x and ix  are 
vectors in object and image space respectively. Here )( 0xxh im − is the PSF at m
th
 depth. 
The normalization factor of Eq. (12) is given below: 
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The form of Eq. (12) is mathematically equivalent to the OS reconstruction method 
shown in Eq. (7). Thus the adjoint operator has the property of an OS scheme. 
The algorithm starts at some initial guess and after several iterations the estimated object 
slowly converges to the true object. This algorithm has high memory requirements. If the 
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number of strata decreases, computation time and memory requirements decrease but 
there is a trade-off between the number of strata used in the restoration and the accuracy 
of the estimated object.
 
 
3) Depth variant Conjugate Gradient Maximum Likelihood 
The SI-CG method was proposed for 3-D microscopy by Schaefer et al [36]. The 
DV-CG [3] is an extension of the accelerated conjugate gradient (SI-CG) method 
developed for 3-D microscopy by Schaefer et al [36]. This algorithm proposes faster 
convergence and decreased execution time compared to the DV-EM algorithm. The DV-
CG was implemented by stratifying the object space (OA approach) using Eq. 5. The 
general functional that this algorithm minimizes includes Tikhonov-Miller regularization. 
This algorithm focuses on a rigorous minimization of this functional. 
 
4 ) Principal component analysis based DV-EM (PCA based DV-EM) 
A DV expectation maximization (DV-EM) based on a PCA method to represent 
the DV PSFs is described here. Arigovindan et al [48] proposed a PCA analysis on DV-
PSFs performed using a two-stage tensor product PCA (TP-PCA).  At the first stage, a set 
of DV-PSFS with K axial layers are regrouped by z-depth to form K sets of 2D PSFs. 
PCA analysis is done for each  2D PSF set. Coefficient values of the first-step PCA base 
functions used to estimate each 2D PSF are calculated and used for the second stage PCA 
analysis. 3D base functions )(xPn  of the 3D PS Set and their coefficient matrix C(n,z') 
are calculated using results from both stages. Here n is the base function order and z' is 
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 where )(0 xP is the mean 3D PSF of the 3D PSF set; )(xPn is the n
th
 principal component; 
)(zcn is the PCA coefficient vector along z corresponding to the n
th
 principal component; 
and B is the number of components involved in the estimation. 
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E.    Enhanced merging masks algorithm (EMMA) 
In this method [47] [37], a set of 3D PSFs {h1, ..., hN}, determined at different 
depths using for instance the mathematical model of Gibson and Lanni [1] is used in the 
restoration. A set of triangular masks ψ1(z), ψ2(z)............... ψN(z) will be used to represent 
the PSF position i.e. Each mask ψi associated with the PSF hi equals 1 at the position of 
PSF’s highest intensity value and decreases linearly when transiting away from this 
position to reach zero when achieving adjacent positions of PSFs’ maximum value. Fig. 
12 exhibits that original object f is multiplied by the masks ψ1(z), ψ2(z)............... ψN(z) 
and then each multiplied result is convolved (SI) with  DV PSFs h1(z), h2(z)............. 
hN(z). All convolution results are then aggregated to construct the observation g1. Later 
noise is added to g1 to form the final observation g. Here f, hi(z), ψi(z) all are functions in 




Fig. 12. Space-variant blur modeling used in EMMA. This is equivalent to the strata 
model discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
 
Fig. 14 shows that after defining this PSF set, multiple deconvolution of the 
degraded image g can be done separately, each with a different PSF hi, using any 
classical deconvolution algorithm depending on the data to restore, yielding to a set of 
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deconvolved images {f1, ..., fN}. These resulting images are then merged together using 
adequate masks {ψ1... ψN}.  The resulting image is given by:  
f (u) = ∑ψi(u).fi(u), where u = (x,y,z) is a voxel in the 3D domain.  
Any classical deconvolution algorithm like Richardson-Lucy, LLS, RLTV, 






Fig. 13. (a) The axial view and (b) intensity profile of a triangular mask. Here the 
position of PSF’s maximum value is approximately at 16 µm depth and hence the 
triangular mask has a value equal to 1 at this location, while the adjacent positions of the 
PSFs’ maximum values are at approximately 7.5 µm and 25 µm, respectively. So the 






Fig. 14. EMMA restoration method. Here Ri, i = 1,..., N refers to the restoration (any 
classical algorithm) with the SI convolution kernel hi. g is the observation and f is the 
estimated image 
 
F.  The   Algorithm: 
This algorithm uses the model described in Fig. 13 and 14 [47]. The triangular 
masks that discussed in Section III (F) are also used here. The blurred image g1 is created 
by applying a DV operator H
~
 to the true image )(
~









= ψ  and .(.). ⊗= ii hH  is the convolution with the SI PSF hi. Using the 
DV operator H
~
, classical deconvolution method like RLTV [46] can be adopted to DV 
blur operator H
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. Using the operator H
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ψ with *iH the adjoint of Hi. 
 
G.     Regularization 
The purpose of regularization is to reduce the noise levels on the estimated 
intensities. Different types of regularization methods were proposed for the restoration 
purpose. Among them Tikhonov-Miller regularization [35], total variation (TV) [49], 
entropy regularizations [6] are mentionable. There are two types of penalties for the DV-
EM [4]algorithm as part of the COSMOS package estimation module: the roughness 
penalty and the intensity penalty. 
 
1) Roughness penalty: 
This penalty is used to decrease the sharp edges in the image and smoothed out 
the estimated object [50]. This penalty ameliorates the noise effects at the cost of the 
resolution of the restored image. The number of iterations can be reduced with this 
penalty as the resolution of the estimated image increase the correct amount of 
regularization.  
 
2) Intensity penalty: 
This penalty is used when the images can have large pixel intensity variation [50]. 
This reduces the intensity and biases the estimation to small pixel intensities. This penalty 
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biases the intensity values of the estimated object to smaller values. The number of 
iterations used for the object estimation is reduced further as the estimated value of the 
object biases towards the smaller values [50]. 
 
3) Tikhonov-Miller regularization: 
Tikhonov-Miller regularization [35] is extensively used for regularization in  
constraint optimization methods [50]. Tikhonov-Miller regularization suppresses noise 
amplification during iterations. This method minimizes the following constrained 
functional: 
 
2 2( ; ) || || || ||  βφ s g H s g β s= − +  
(19)  
 
where β≥ 0 is the regularization parameter. Hs is the blurred estimate of the original 
object and g is the observation.
 
A large value of the regularization parameter turns out in a potential influence of 
the regularization on the restoration result, where a small value makes the restoration 
more sensory to the noise [10]. The regularization parameter, therefore, has a large 
impact on the outcome of the restoration algorithm. Fig. 15 [10]  narrates this statement 
where image restoration by Iterative Constrained Tikhonov-Miller (ICTM) algorithm is 






Fig. 15. Restoration result by the ICTM algorithm for a large value (0.1) on the left, a 
small value (0.00001) and a well-chosen value (0.006) for the regularization parameter. 
[10] 
 
4) Total Variation (TV) regularization: 
Tikhonov-Miller regularization suppresses noise amplification during iterations 
but it has drawback to smooth edges [46]. The main advantage of TV regularization is 
that it suppresses the unstable oscillations while preserving object edges and smoothed 
homogeneous areas [46]. 
 
The TV regularized specimen estimation scheme is given by  
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Usually with the increase of iterations, the resolution of the estimate increases but 
noise also amplifies. Keeping the number of iterations at a reasonable number is a good 
approach to avoid noise amplifications when regularization is not used.  
For the simulations performed we determined the appropriate regularization value for 
which the estimated result yielded the minimum Root Mean Square Error (RMSE )or I-
Divergence (I-DIV) The regularization parameter is between 0 and 1. A regularization 
value should be used for each noisy simulation in order to control the amount of 
regularization. The regularization parameter is dominant on the output obtained by the 
restoration algorithms for the noisy images and most of the estimation algorithms of our 
work incorporate regularization. 
Regularization takes a group of approximate solutions based on different positive 
regularization values. We consider the regularization value for which we get the smallest 









IV. RECONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
Our goal is to find an efficient depth-variant restoration algorithm for 3D 
widefield microscopy imaging in terms of reconstruction quality (3D resolution achieved) 
and execution time. We have investigated the performance of the restoration algorithms 
described in Chapter 3 using simulated data first and finally using measured data from the 
microscope. Besides qualitative comparisons, we have also performed a quantitative 
analysis of the algorithms, using performance metrics such as the Root Mean Square 
Error (RMSE) and I-Divergence (I-DIV) computed between the true and restored object. 
In addition, we compared intensity profiles (axial, lateral and diagonal) taken from the 
true and estimated objects. In what follows we present results obtained from noiseless 
and noisy simulations. The depth variant (DV) algorithms are applied to various 
simulated and measured observations obtained using different microscopy parameters. 
 
A. Reconstruction process from simulated data: 
The image of a simple numerical object with uniform intensity was produced for 
the simulation study using multiple DV PSFs using Eq. 3. Both noisy and noiseless 
situations were considered. We chose the size of the simulated object, observation and 
the PSFs to be 19.2 x 19.2x 38.4 µm
3 
in order to be able to assess the performance within 






1) Depth-Variant (DV) PSF 
Theoretical widefield microscopy PSFs were generated for a 20x/0.8, air objective 
lens based on the scalar Gibson and Lanni model [1]. The refractive index of the sample 
was assumed to be uniform and equal to 1.33 which creates a refractive index mismatch 
for depths below the coverslip (which is assumed to be at a 0 µ m depth). The fluorescent 
wavelength of the emission is 525 nm. The lateral and axial spacing is taken as 0.3 µm 
per voxel. 
The Nyquist critical sampling distance [51] for a conventional fluorescence 









∆ =  
(21)  
 
and Axial spacing  
 











where emλ  is the Emission Wavelength, n is the Lens Refractive Index (usually 1.515 for 
immersion oil and 1 for the air immersion medium) and α is the half-aperture angle of the 
objective. Theoretically maximum value of α is 90 degree but in reality maximum 
possible value of α is 72 degree. Hence for α=72, n=1 emλ =0.525 µm the lateral spacing 
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becomes 0.2 and Axial spacing becomes 0.3. Therefore our chosen lateral and axial 
spacing for the simulation is closer to the Nyquist sampling. 
The actual pixel size in the measured images defined in the object space is the 
ratio of the CCD camera pixel size to the magnification of the lens. For the 20x lens, the 
 
Pixel size of the camera 6.45 m
Pixel Size =   0.32 m
Magnification of the lens 20
µ
µ= = . 
 
Pixel sizes for the lenses available in the microscope of CIRL lab are given in Table I. 
 
Table I 
Pixel size (Lateral/Axial spacing) for the various lenses available in the CIRL 
microscope. 
Lens (Magnification) 63X 40X 20X 10X 
Axial/Lateral spacing 0.1024 µm 0.1614 µm 0.3225 µm 0.645 µm 
Numerical aperture 1.4 1.3 0.8 0.45 
 
 
  128 DV-PSFs were generated on a 64 x 64 x 128 grid with voxels of size 0.3µm x 
0.3µm x 0.3µm for the forward model. Large number of DV-PSFs was used to generate 
the simulated forward image because it gets closer to the measured data.   Only 17 of 
these DV PSFs were used in the reconstruction, which are shown in Fig. 16. A large 
number of DV-PSFs cannot be used in the reconstruction as that would require longer 
computation time. But it is certain that if large number of DV-PSFs is used in the 





Fig. 16. XZ section images of the PSF for a 20x/08 NA air lens computed at different 
depths under the coverslip in the presence of a refractive index mismatch equal to 1.33:   
(a) 0 µm; (b) 2.4 µm; (c) 4.8 µm; (d) 7.2 µm; (e) 9.6 µm; (f) 12 µm; (g) 14.4 µm; (h) 16.8 
µm; (i) 19.2 µm; (j) 21.6 µm; (k) 24 µm; (l) 26.4 µm; (m) 28.8 µm; (n) 31.2 µm; (o) 33.6 




2) Test Object and Forward Image Computation 
The true object consists of three equal sized spherical shells with 3µm outer 
diameter and shell thickness of 0.3 µm shown in Fig. 17(a). The shells are placed at 
different depths such as 11.7 µm, 19.2 µm and 26.7 µm in the object space diagonally. So 
the bead at 26.7 µm will be highly spherically aberrated. The three beads are placed in 
this way so that we can understand the impact of different depth variant image restoration 
algorithms at different levels of spherical aberration due to depth. 
The simulated noisy observations of the 3-beads object shown in Fig. 17(c) to (e) 
were obtained by blurring the true object using Eq. (5) and 128 DV PSFs. To simulate in 
the presence of noise, Poisson and Gaussian noises were incorporated in the observation 
to account for the different sources of noise. The noisy image is given by ( )g N g n= +ɶ , 
where the function N(.) represents the noise distribution function due to the Poisson 
counting  process and n is the additive Gaussian noise. The combined signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) for the high noisy simulated observation is 6.72 dB, average noisy simulated 
observation is 12.14 dB and average noisy simulated observation is 16.85 dB. We varied 




(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 17. Different levels of noise on the observation,  (a) True Object; (b) Blurred image 
(noise less). Noisy image with: (c) Poisson noise (17.32 dB) and Gaussian noise (20.42 
dB) with a combined SNR =16.85 dB; (d) Poisson noise (12.31 dB) and  Gaussian noise 
(17.78 dB),  with a combined SNR= 12.14 dB; (e) Poisson noise (7.3 dB) and Gaussian 
noise (13.98 dB),  with a combined SNR=7.2 dB; Diameter of the bead is 3µm; Shell 
thickness 0.3µm; Lens is 20x/0.8NA   and immersion medium is air. 
 
3) Object Estimation 
The strata-based DV-EM and PCA-based DV-EM (discussed in Sections 3.4.2.1 
and 3.4.4 respectively) tested in this thesis have been previously implemented by Dr. 
Preza’s research group in the COSMOS software written in C++ (URL). The DV-CG and 
DV-IF algorithms (discussed in Sections 3.4.3and 3.3. respectively) were implemented 
previously by our collaborator Dr. Lutz Schaefer (Advanced Imaging Methodology 
Consultation, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada using Matlab. While I implemented EMMA 
[47], [37] and H
~
algorithms [47] using Matlab.   The iterative algorithms were run for 
several iterations until convergence was reached, i.e. when the estimate did not change 
with increasing iterations. To mitigate the instability of inverse problems, especially in 
the presence of noise, regularization was used as discussed in (Section III (G)) For the 
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DV-EM regularization is achieved with a roughness penalty [52] which was incorporated 
as in the space-invariant EM algorithm [53]. For the DV-CG method, a special form of 
Tikhonov-Miller regularization is used [36]. For the DV-IF regularization is achieved as 
shown in Eq. (8).  
To evaluate the performance of the restoration algorithms, we compared the 
estimated object ( , , )f x y zɶ  to the true object ( , , )f x y z , at each iteration using Csiszar's I-
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= −∑∑∑ ɶ  
(24)  
 
where M, N, and L are the dimensions of the 3-D images.  Throughout the simulations we 
used normalized I-DIV. For the zero values of ( , , )f x y z or ( , , )f x y zɶ the definition of I-
DIV becomes undetermined. We therefore ignore the situation where ( , , )f x y z or 
( , , )f x y zɶ becomes 0 and count the number of appearances of ( , , )f x y z or ( , , )f x y zɶ for 
other values. To get the normalized I-Divergence, I-DIV is divided by count.   
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For the quantitative analysis both RMSE and I-DIV matrices were used. 
Sometimes from small value of RMSE, it is not possible to make the decision that 
estimated object is closer to the true object. Even two different objects can have small 
RMSE value as this is the square subtraction between the true object and the estimated 
object. To overcome this disadvantage I-DIV can be used where log likelihood function 
exists. Therefore if both true object and estimated object becomes closer then I-DIV will 
produce the small value. The log likelihood of the ratio of the true object to the estimated 
object confirms this statement. Hence to ensure the quality of the estimated image we 
used both RMSE and I-DIV measures. Besides we also compared the intensity profile of 
the estimated object with that of true object. 
The smaller the IDIV or RMSE value between the estimated object and the true 
object, the better the quality of the image. The desired estimated object is one obtained 
with the minimum number of strata or principal components (as that indicates reduced 
computational time) that has the smallest RMSE or I-DIV value compared with the true 
object (as that indicates better algorithm performance). We seeked for the desired 
estimated object in both noisy and noiseless situations. Estimating the object with the 
minimum number of PSFs (i.e. strata) or PCA components can significantly decrease the 
computational run time and complexity.  
 
4) Selection of the regularization parameter 
The regularization type and the parameter that controls how much of the 
regularization is applied have a significant impact on the restoration of the image as was 
shown in Fig. 15 and as we demonstrate with our results obtained from the measured date 
presented later in Section IV (B.7). Roughness penalty ameliorates the noise effects at the 
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cost of the resolution i.e. smoothens the edges of the restored image. Tikhonov-Miller 
regularization suppresses noise amplification during iteration but it fails to preserve edges 
of the observation, while Total variation regularization suppresses noise amplification 
during iterations and at the same time it can preserve the edge detail. Therefore Total 
variation (TV) regularization seems the optimal regularization algorithm. But finding the 
appropriate regularization value for TV algorithm is a research issue. The impact of the 
regularization value on the performance of the algorithms was investigated in our work. 
For each algorithm, the regularization value used to obtain results for the comparison was 
chosen based on the smallest RMSE value (Eq. 24). This results in a different 
regularization value for each algorithm (Table II to Table V). All regularization tests 
were done for different DV-algorithms using different regularization values and an 
approximate 'U or 'V' shaped curve was produced at different iterations (see Fig. 18). We 
selected the as optimum the regularization value for which the RMSE value between the 
estimated object and the true object was the smallest. From Fig. 18, we can see that the 
regularization value obtained for the DV-CG algorithm is 0.0001, for the DV-Inverse 
filter is 0.00005, for the H
~
 (RLTV) is 0.001 and for both the strata-based DV-EM and 
PCA-based DV-EM is 0.000005. This regularization parameter has significant impact on 
the restoration of the image as was shown in Fig. 15 and we demonstrate with our results 









Fig. 18. Summary of study to determine the optimal regularization parameter for different 
regularized restoration algorithms with SNR of the observation is 7.2 dB: (a) the DV-CG 
algorithm (results at 50 iterations and after this iteration level for regularization value 
0.0001, RMSE remains smallest; (b) DV-Inverse filter; (c) SI-RLTV that was used in H
~
algorithm), (d) strata based DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM (after 8000 iterations). 
 
5) Implementation of the Forward Model using different approximations 
The investigation of two approximated depth variant convolution methods like 
'Overlap add' and 'Overlap save' is very important as both of these approaches have 
corresponding application areas. The knowledge on depth variant forward convolution is  
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necessary as this is a part of inverse problem solution. Hence if depth variant convolution 
loses energy in the forward image formation, this impacts the inverse problem solution 
process as forward DV convolution is a part of inverse problem solution. We generated 
17 triangular masks that represent the position of 17 DV-PSFs of 16 strata. The triangular 
mask has the peak value at the corresponding PSF position and goes to zero at the 
adjacent PSF positions. The intensity profile and the XZ plane of the triangular masks 
through the z axis are shown in Fig. 19 and in Fig. 20 in order. 
 







Fig. 20. 17 XZ planes showing the 17 triangular masks placed at a different depth along 
the Z-axis. 
 
Overlap add method 
For the convenience of the representation we consider 3 DV-PSFs among the 17 




 row, and at 3
rd
 row of Fig. 21. The 
corresponding XZ planes of the triangular masks are also shown in Fig. 21. According to 
the algorithm true object will be multiplied by the triangular masks. The multiplication 
results are shown in the 3rd column. SI-Convolution is performed between the DV-PSFs 
and the multiplied result obtained from 3rd column. We see that due to the convolution, 
the energy of the object is spread out of the strata boundary. This happens in the 
widefield microscopy imaging as the widefield microscopy PSFs are large enough to 
spread the information of the bead outside the strata boundary during the convolution 
process.  In Overlap add method with the help of zero padding of each stratum this spread 
energy can be preserved. Finally all SI-convolution results are summed together to form 
the forward image. Hence there is no information loss in the computation of the forward 
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image using the Overlap add method. This makes Overlap add approximation method an 
ideal choice for widefield imaging and its reconstruction as iterative methods rely on 
computing the forward model at each iteration. 
 
 
Fig. 21. Overlap add method used in the implementation of the forward imaging. 
 
Overlap save method 
Like Overlap add method we considered 3 out of the 17 DV-PSFs  at depths 12 




 row, and at 3
rd
 row in Fig. 23. The 
corresponding XZ planes of the triangular masks are also shown in Fig. 23. According to 
the algorithm SI-Convolutions are done between the DV-PSFs and the true object. The 
convolution results shown in the 3rd column of Fig. 23 are first multiplied by the 
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triangular masks. Unlike the Overlap add method zero padding is not done with the strata. 
Hence the energy that was spread out of the strata boundary is not preserved and this 
results in information loss as shown in Fig. 22. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 22. Overlap add vs. Overlap save, (a) True object, (b) Construction of forward image 
by Overlap add, (c) Construction of forward image by Overlap save approximation 
method. The sum of the all the pixel values in the true object is  26612, while the sum of 
the forward image generated by overlap add is 24921 and the sum of the forward image 
generated by overlap save method is 23622. Hence there is more (11.24%) information 
loss using the Overlap save method. 
 
Thus this approximation is not  applicable in the widefield microscopy imaging as 
the widefield microscopy PSFs are large enough to spread the information of the bead 
outside the strata boundary during the convolution process. Finally all multiplied results 
are summed together to form the forward image. This makes Overlap save method 






Fig. 23. Overlap save method used in the implementation of the forward imaging. 
 
6) Performance analysis of restoration algorithms using simulated data 
 
SNR Computation and regularization parameter 
Except for the DV-Inverse filter we did not use regularization for noiseless 
simulations. DV-Inverse filter uses regularized value 0.00005 as it remains undefined 
when the denominator becomes zero in the equation.  
For noisy simulation, we varied the noise level and calculated the corresponding 
SNR. Firstly, we applied Poisson and Gaussian noise distribution on the noiseless 
simulated data and calculated the SNR = 17.32dB after applying Poisson noise and SNR 
= 20.42dB after applying Gaussian noise with respect to the noiseless simulated data. 
Eventually we calculated the combined SNR = 16.85dB after applying both types of 
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noise. We term this noise level (SNR = 16.85dB) as low noise. Reconstruction from 
noiseless observation and with low noise by different DV-algorithms are shown in Fig. 
24 and in Fig. 25 in order.  
Secondly, we applied both noise distributions on the noiseless simulated data and 
calculated the SNR = 12.31 dB after applying Poisson noise and SNR = 17.78 dB after 
applying Gaussian noise with respect to the noiseless simulated data. We calculated the 
SNR = 12.14 dB after applying both types of noise. We term this noise as average noise 
level.  Reconstruction from this observation by the DV-algorithms is shown in Fig. 26. 
Finally, we applied both noise distributions on the noiseless simulated data with different 
noise levels and calculated the SNR = 7.3 dB after applying Poisson noise and SNR = 
13.98 dB after applying Gaussian noise with respect to the noiseless simulated data. We 
calculated the combined SNR = 7.2 dB after applying both types of noise. We called this 
noise level as high noise density. Reconstruction of this scenario is given in Fig. 27.  
As noise exists in the simulated observation, all DV-algorithms tested use some 
type of regularization. The regularization values for DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM are 
0.000005 for the smoothness penalty. The DV-CG uses regularization value 0.0001 for 
the Tikhonov-Miller regularization. Regularization value for the DV-Inverse filter is 
0.00005.The regularization value for H
~
is 0.001 for the TV penalty. Regularization value 
highly depends on the structure of the measured data or simulated data in the observation. 
For this reason throughout our work, each time we changed the structure of the bead for 
restoration we got different regularization value for different restoration algorithms. 
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But if regularization value becomes very small like 1x10^-7 then it is dominated by noise 
pattern. Again if the regularization value is very large like 0.01or 0.1 then the restoration 
becomes blurry. 
 
Quantitative comparison of restoration results and algorithm performance 
Fig. 25, 26, 27 summarize results obtained from applying the different restoration 
methods to the noisy simulated observations of the 3-beads object. The regularization 
values and the number of iterations used in each case are summarized in Table II to Table 
V with the performance measures and execution times. As evident from Fig. 24~27 the 
shape and location of the beads is restored more accurately by the strata based DV-EM, 
PCA based DV-EM and DV-CG algorithms compared to the images obtained from the 
other algorithms. We have seen that the restoration capability by strata based DV-EM and 
PCA based DV-EM is almost same but PCA based DV-EM is approximately 6 times 
faster than that of strata based DV-EM. Again DV-CG has the fastest convergence 
nature. In the low noise case, restoration by DV-CG at low iteration is better than that of 
Strata based DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM at high iteration. But still considering the 
accuracy level of the restoration and speed, PCA based DV-EM is the preferred 
algorithm. 
From the qualitative inspection, we see that the restoration result by Strata based 
DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM are much closer to the true object but at high iterations 
(10K). While the DV-CG algorithm has a better restoration capability in terms of its 
convergence which is the fastest among all of these algorithms. Here the DV-CG 
convergence took place after 50 iterations. Restoration using DV-Inverse filtering is the 
fastest of all as this is non-iterative. But the restoration is not very successful compared to 
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the others because there is no scope for the maximization of the image in linear method, 
while in the iterative methods like DV-EM after each iteration there is maximization of 
the image that will be estimated. For H
~
algorithm we have seen a pseudo-convergence 
nature when a regularization value of 0.001 is used. It seems that for the appropriate 
regularization value convergence might take place. Thus our observation is that an 
optimal result using this algorithm is not guaranteed.  
For the comparison between PCA model and Strata model we can consider the 
case that both object and PSF have a grid of j x j x k pixels. For B-principle component 
model with (B+1) base functions the total computation complexity Pcc~ 
24(B+1)j
2




If we maintain the same computational complexity, i.e., Pcc=Scc   we can calculate 
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(25)  
 
When k=128 and M=16 we find the number of principle components 
 













       
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Fig. 24. Reconstruction of object from the noiseless data, (a) True object with diameter 3 
µm and shell thickness 0.3 µm, (b) Noiseless observation is formed with 20x0.8 NA air 
lens  with lateral and axial spacing of 0.3 µm, (c) DV-EM result at 10K iterations (RMSE 
0.01016), (d) DV-CG result at 200 iterations (RMSE 0.013246), (e) DV-Inverse result 
(RMSE 0.021785), (f) PCA-based DV-EM result (RMSE 0.0108) at 10K iterations and 
(g) H
~
result at 330 iterations (RMSE 0.0215). 16 strata were used for the DV-EM and 
DV-Inverse reconstruction methods. PCA based DV-EM uses 7 components, which has 
restoration result approximately equal to that of 16 strata.   
 
       
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Fig. 25. Reconstruction of object from the observation with low noise density (SNR = 
16.85dB), (a) True object, (b) noisy observation (Poisson noise (17.32 dB) , Gaussian 
(20.42 dB) , Combined SNR:  =16.85 dB), (c) DV-EM at 10K iterations (RMSE 011285), 
(d) DV-CG at 200 iterations (RMSE 0.012677), (e) DV-Inverse (RMSE 0.021808), (f) 
PCA based DV-EM (RMSE 0.011882) at 10K iterations and (g) H
~





       
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Fig. 26. Reconstruction of object from the observation with average noise density (SNR = 
16.85dB), (a) True object, (b) noisy observation (Poisson noise (12.31 dB) Gaussian 
(17.78 dB),  Combined SNR:  12.14 dB), (c) DV-EM at 10K iterations (RMSE 
0.011656), (d) DV-CG at 200 iterations (RMSE 0.014645), (e) DV-Inverse (RMSE 
0.021914), (f) PCA based DV-EM (RMSE 0.01229) and (g) H
~




       
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) 
Fig. 27. Reconstruction of object from the observation with high noise density (SNR = 
7.2dB), (a) True object, (b) noisy observation (Poisson noise (7.3 dB) Gaussian (13.98 
dB),  Combined SNR=7.2 dB), (c) DV-EM at 10K iterations (RMSE 0.014529), (d) DV-
CG at 200 iterations (RMSE 0.020183), (e) DV-Inverse (RMSE 0.023281), (f) PCA 
based DV-EM (RMSE 0.014906) at 10K iterations and (g) H
~
 at 1160 iterations (RMSE 





To see the axial intensity profile of the three beads simultaneously we need to 
draw a profile diagonally from the axial plane.  A quantitative comparison of the 
estimated results is shown in Fig. 28 to 30, where axial intensity profiles taken from all of 
the beads are shown. These profiles quantify the difference in the accuracy of the results 
obtained with the different algorithms. 
 
 




Fig. 29. Axial intensity profile of the three beads diagonally by different DV-algorithms 
from the noisy simulated observation with SNR=16.85 dB.  
 
Here we see that the peaks in the reconstruction obtained using the DV-EM, DV-
CG and PCA-based DV-EM algorithms coincides with the true object. The DV-EM and 
PCA based DV-EM result shows an asymmetric feature in the peaks. H
~
 algorithm result 
does not reach zero in the hollow part of the ring bead, while DV-Inverse filter result 





Fig. 30. Axial intensity profile of the three beads diagonally by different DV-algorithms 
from the noisy simulated observation with SNR=12.14 dB. 
 
Here we see that the peaks in the reconstruction obtained using the DV-EM, DV-
CG and PCA-based DV-EM algorithms coincide with the true object. The DV-EM and 
PCA based DV-EM result shows an asymmetric feature in the peaks. H
~
 algorithm’s 
result does not reach zero in the hollow part of the ring bead, while DV-Inverse filter 






Comparison of performance measures and execution time for the restoration algorithms 
under investigation from the noiseless simulated data. The number of convolutions 
reported is computed based on the number of strata (# strata = 16) used in the restoration. 
In the PCA-based DV-EM 7 components were used. Methods not implemented in C++ 
are implemented in Matlab. For some methods both implementations exist and we report 
times for comparison purposes. 
 DV-EM  DV-CG  DV-IF  PCA-DV-EM 
Regularization Value 0 0 5.0e-005 0 
# of Iterations 10,000 200 NA 10,000 
I-Divergence 0.054 0.09 0.36 0.07 
RMSE 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Time per iteration (for 
iterative methods) or 





389.06 82.52 48.34 
0.84 (C++) 
# of Convolutions 
(per iteration / or total 
























Comparison of performance measures and execution time for the restoration algorithms 
under investigation from the noisy simulated observation with SNR=16.85 dB. The 
number of convolutions reported is computed based on the number of strata (# strata = 
16) used in the restoration. In the PCA based DV-EM 7 components were used. Methods 
not implemented in C++ are implemented in Matlab. For some methods both 
implementations exist and we report times for comparison purposes. 
 DV-EM  DV-CG  DV-IF  PCA-DV-EM 
Regularization Value 5.0e-006 1.0e-004   5.0e-005   5.0e-006 
# of Iterations 10,000 200 NA 10,000 
I-Divergence 0.07 0.08 0.37 0.08 
RMSE 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Time (per iteration for iterative 




389.06 82.52 48.33 
0.84 (C++) 
# of Convolutions 
(per iteration / or total 

























Comparison of performance measures and execution time for the restoration algorithms 
under investigation from the noisy simulated observation with SNR=12.14 dB. The 
number of convolutions reported is computed based on the number of strata (# strata = 
16) used in the restoration. In the PCA based DV-EM 7 components were used. 
 DV-EM  DV-CG  DV-IF  PCA-DV-EM 
Regularization Value 5.0e-006 1.0e-004   5.0e-005 5.0e-006 
# of Iterations 10,000 200 NA 10,000 
I-Divergence 0.07 0.11 0.37 0.09 
RMSE 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 
Time (per iteration for iterative 
or total time for DV-IF) [sec] 
308.11 
5.35(C++) 
389.06 82.52 48.33 
0.84 (C++) 
# of Convolutions 


























Comparison of performance measures and execution time for the restoration algorithms 
under investigation from the noisy simulated observation with SNR=7.2 dB. The number 
of convolutions reported is computed based on the number of strata (# strata = 16) used in 
the restoration. In the PCA based DV-EM 7 components were used. 






5.0e-006 1.0e-004   5.0e-005 5.0e-006 0.001 
# of Iterations 10,000 100 NA 10,000 1160 
I-Divergence 0.14 0.26 0.38 0.15  0.28 
RMSE 0.014 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 
Time (per 
iteration for 
iterative or total 


































Fig. 31 to 34 summarize iterative algorithm performance in terms of the RMSE 
(Eq. 24) and I-DIV (Eq. 23) as a function of iteration. As expected the accelerated DV-
CG method converges in fewer iterations than the DV-EM method. After a few hundreds 
of DV-EM achieves the same RMSE and I-DIV as the DV-CG and finally reaches the 
lowest discrepancy measures among all the methods. In Fig. 31 and 32, the Pseudo-
convergence nature of H
~
 algorithm with regularization value 0.001 is evident. After 
1160 iterations its RMSE curve starts increasing in value. The reason is if we do not 
choose appropriate regularization value, the TV algorithm will not converge. For a 
suitable regularization value convergence will take place [55], [49]. We did not consider 
H
~
 algorithm at the rest of the reconstruction processes. Convergence for DV-CG is the 
fastest among these algorithms. But in the presence of high noise, the DV-CG did not 
provide a good restoration result because we did not adjust the regularization parameter 
to accommodate for the high noise. Strata based DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM 
provides much better result in the presence of high noise but after large number of 
iteration. But in the presence of low noise density on the observation, DV-CG proves 
better than that of Strata based DV-EM and PCA based DV-EM in terms of qualitative 
and quantitative analysis such as smaller I-DIV, RMSE for the reconstruction purpose. 
Fig. 33 and 34 supports this conclusion. Here convergence took place much faster (after 
50 iterations) yet restoration results by DV-CG can be better than that of DV-EM 





Fig. 31. Algorithm convergence and performance quantified by the RMSE measure 
computed between the estimated and true object intensities at each iteration. The 
estimated object was computed from the simulated noisy observation with SNR=7.2 dB. 
The outer diameter of the bead is 3µm and shell thickness is 0.3 µm. The shells are placed 
at different depths such as 11.7 µm, 19.2 µm and 26.7 µm in the object space diagonally.  
The RIs of sample medium is 1.33 and immersion medium is 1. The observations axial 






Fig. 32. Algorithm convergence and performance quantified by the I-DIV measure 
computed between the estimated and true object intensities at each iteration. The 
estimated object was computed from the simulated noisy observation with SNR=7.2 dB. 
The outer diameter of the bead is 3µm and shell thickness is 0.3 µm. The Shells are 
placed at different depths such as 11.7 µm, 19.2 µm and 26.7 µm in the object space 
diagonally.  The RIs of sample medium is 1.33 and immersion medium is 1. The 





Fig. 33. Algorithm convergence and performance quantified by the RMSE measure 
computed between the estimated and true object intensities at each iteration. The 
estimated object was computed from the simulated noisy observation with SNR=12.14 
dB. The outer diameter of the bead is 3µm and shell thickness is 0.3 µm. The Shells are 
placed at different depths such as 11.7 µm, 19.2 µm and 26.7 µm in the object space 
diagonally.  The RIs of sample medium is 1.33 and immersion medium is 1. The 





Fig. 34. Algorithm convergence and performance quantified by the I-DIV measure 
computed between the estimated and true object intensities at each iteration for moderate 
noise. The estimated object was computed from the simulated noisy observation with 
SNR=12.14 dB. The outer diameter of the bead is 3µm and shell thickness is 0.3 µm. The 
Shells are placed at different depths such as 11.7 µm, 19.2 µm and 26.7 µm in the object 
space diagonally.  The RIs of sample medium is 1.33 and immersion medium is 1. The 









B. Reconstruction process from measured data 
 
7) Performance analysis of the restoration algorithms using measured data 
 
Data Acquisition 
The performance of the DV algorithms was investigated using measured data 
from a test sample, a polystyrene bead with outer diameter = 6.72 µm (42 voxels) and a 
thickness of a fluorescent shell of ~1 µm embedded in water. The data was recorded by 
me at the Computational Imaging Research Laboratory (CIRL) laboratory, in the 
department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Memphis using a 
multimode Zeiss AxioImager Z1 microscope in 2012. The imaging conditions for the 
data acquisition are as follows: 
Size of the 3D observation =128x128x194 voxels or 20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3
; 
lateral and axial spacing=0.16 µm; refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515, the 
coverslip = 1.515 and the sample medium = 1.33, respectively; emission wavelength = 
489 nm; and a  40x/1.3 oil-immersion lens. The thickness of the coverslip is 170 µm. 
Hence there is a refractive index mismatch between the sample medium and the 
immersion medium which leads to spherical aberration of the object. From the definition 
of Nyquist critical sampling distance  [51] for a conventional fluorescence we find that 
Lateral spacing (Eq. 21) becomes 0.1 and axial spacing (Eq. 22) becomes 0.2, which 
indicates the lateral and axial spacing for the measured observation is comparable with 
the Nyquist sampling. 
Spherical aberration is more noticeable when the imaging depth within the bead is 




Preprocessing of the data 
For the comparison among the DV-algorithms we divided the total image space 
into 34 strata and perform the restoration using the corresponding DV-PSFs. The PCA-
based DV-EM uses 15 principle components which are approximately equal to 34 strata 
of the Strata based DV-EM model. Using Eq. 25 we can compute the number of principle 
components from a given number of strata. Refractive index mismatch between the 
sample medium and the objective immersion medium results in spherical aberration that 
causes distortion and spreading of the point spread function. Aberration correction using 
a resampling method discussed below must be used as a pre-processing step to correct for 
the distortion due to the refractive index mismatch [56].  An additional difficulty is that 
we have no information of the actual depth of the bead in the sample and using the wrong 
depths for the PSF computation can lead to undesirable results as shown in Fig. 35.  
To resample the data, the z-dimension of the experimental data is rescaled by a 










where ha and ht are the apparent and true depths respectively. Solving for the true depth 
requires that the apparent depth is multiplied with the axial scale factor (the ratio of 
refractive index of the sample medium  ns (1.33) divided by the refractive index of the 














Therefore, the true depth of the bead is  27.2µm while the apparent depth was observed to 
be 31.04 µm. Every plane in the 3D image is rescaled and then the rescaled measured 
data shown in Fig. 36 (b) is used for reconstruction. 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 35. Reconstruction of the measured data by different DV restoration algorithms, (a) 
measured data, Restoration by (b) DV-EM with 34 strata at 1500 iterations, (c) PCA 
based DV-EM with 15 components at 1500 iterations, (d) DV-CG with 34 strata at 50 
iterations, (e) DV-Inverse filtering with 34 strata. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, 
size of the observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial 
spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample 
medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. Artifacts are evident in the 








Fig. 36. Experimental data, (a) measured data obtained from the microscope of size 
128x128x194 voxels or 20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3
, (b) Rescaled measured data of size 




Determination of bead depth using simulations 
We have no knowledge on the depth of the bead from the experimental data. But 
we know the depths of simulated DV-PSFs and thus we can create forward images with 
DV-PSFs at different known depths using a numerical object that looks like the test 
sample in order to predict the depth of the bead in the measure data. We selected the 
simulated forward image, which looked closest to the measured data and that provided us 
with the depth of the bead in the measured data. Fig. 37 shows simulated images of a 
numerical test object. However, this approach is time consuming as we have to generate 
many forward images to match with the measured data and there is no gurantee that the 
DV-PSFs for which we get the matched forward image with the measured data, can give 




     
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 37. Reconstruction of forward images, (a) measured data (diameter 17.28 µm and 
thickness of the shell is 1.28 µm), (b) surmised object, (c) Forward simulated image using 
DV-PSFs at depth 64 µm to 81.28 µm, (d) Forward simulated image using DV-PSFs at 
depth 68.16 µm to 85.44 µm, (e) Forward simulated image using DV-PSFs at depth 73.6 
µm to 90.88 µm. Here size of the observation =58.88x58.88x102.4 µm
3
.Refrective index 
of the sample medium is 1.33 and immersion medium is 1, lateral and axial spacing is 
0.32 µm. Wavelength is 490 nm and the lens is of type 40x1.3 NA oil. 
 
Secondly we can find the approximated depth of the object from the experimental 
data by the depth of a single DV-PSF used for deconvolution that yields a reconstruction 
that looks better than the other restoration results with the DV-PSFs at different depths. 
As we don’t have the true object for the measured data, we are relying on symmetric 
axial intensity profile and qualitative analysis of the reconstruction.  With this 
approximation we can perform the DV- restorations by different algorithms. To find the 
depth we estimated the object from the measured data using the SI-EM algorithm with a 
single DV-PSF each time computed at different depths. This process is summarized in the 





Fig. 38. Application of reconstruction methods to the measured data. 
 
Three different restoration results obtained with this process are shown in Fig. 39 
(b), (c), (d). In Fig. 39 (d) we see artifacts on the top side of the estimated bead from the 
experimental data. From Fig. 39 (b) and (c) we can consider that the depth of the bead 
can be at depth 3.36 µm or at 5.6 µm. Restoration with DV-PSFs at lower depth than 3.36 
µm cannot be accepted as the radius of the bead is 3.36 µm. These two restorations lead 
us to two different approximations for DV-restorations, which are shown in Fig. 40 (a) 




    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 39. XZ views of the SI-EM restorations, (a) Experimental data, (b) SI-EM 
restoration with the SI-PSF of depth  3.36 µm, (c) SI-EM restoration with the SI-PSF of 
depth  5.6 µm, (d) SI-EM restoration with the SI-PSF of depth  7.2 µm. The results are 
collected after 1000 iterations. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 
wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 NA oil lens. 
 
Approximation 1: 
In this case (Fig. 40 (a) and (b)) we can use PSF at depth 3.36 µm at the center of 
the image space for DV-restroation, as we guess the object may be placed just under the 
coverslip . Then we use DV-PSFs in ascending order until the last slice of the image 
space is reached. Hence although the last slice of the image space is at depth 27.2 µm, we 
use the DV-PSF of depth 16.96 µm for the restoration purpose. On the other side from the 
center we use DV-PSFs in descending order for the restoration purpose. We see at slice 
64, DV-PSF of depth 0 µm is assigned for restoration. So we assign from slice 63 to the 




Although we can claim that we have assigned the appropriate PSF at the center 
point, from the experimental data (Fig. 40 (b)) we can see a portion of the bead is 
deprived of DV-PSFs assignment for the restoration. So we did not get optimum result 
from this configuration. Fig. 41 shows artifacts due to this problem. 
 
Approximation 2: 
In this case (Fig. 40 (c) and (d)) we can assign PSF of depth 5.6 µm at the center 
of the image space for DV-restroation. So the top of the surmised object is at 2.24 µm. 
Then we use DV-PSFs in ascending order until the last slice of the image space reached. 
Although the last slice of the image space is at depth 27.2 µm, we use the DV-PSF of 
depth 19.2 µm for the restoration purpose. On the other side from the center we assign 
DV-PSFs in descending order for the restoration purpose. We assign to Z-slice = 50 the 
DV-PSF at depth 0 µm. Unlike approximation 1, the image of the bead is not deprived of 
DV-PSFs assignment for the restoration and hence in this case, we were able to achieve a 















Fig. 40. Two approximations used in mapping DV PSFs to strata for the strata-based 
restoration, (a) Surmised object at depth 3.36 µm and its top is just under the coverslip (b) 
DV-PSF assignment policy for DV-Restoration of approximation 1, (c) ) Surmised object 
at depth 5.6 µm and its top is at depth 2.24 µm, (d) DV-PSF assignment policy for DV-







(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 41. DV-Restoration by approximation 1 by different algorithms. (a) DV-EM  
restoration at 1000 iterations  with regularization value =0.0001, (b) DV-CG restoration 
at 50 iterations with regularization value =0.0001, (c) PCA based DV-EM restoration at 
3000 iterations with regularization value =0.0001, (d) DV-Inverse filtering restoration 
with regularization value =0.0001. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 









(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Fig. 42. DV-Restoration by approximation 1 by different algorithms. (a) DV-EM  
restoration at 1000 iterations  with regularization value =0.0001, (b) DV-CG restoration 
at 50 iterations with regularization value =0.0001, (c) PCA based DV-EM restoration at 
3000 iterations with regularization value =0.0001, (d) DV-Inverse filtering restoration 
with regularization value =0.0001. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 
wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. 34 strata were used. 
 
From Fig. 42 we see that application of the strata-based DV-EM using the 
configuration of approximation 2 provides a much better result than that achieved using 
approximation 1. The reason for this is DV-PSF assignment to strata as described above.  






8) Simulations to verify reconstruction from experimental data 
 
Comparison of simulated and experimental data 
Results from experimental data were confirmed using simulations that mimic the 
measured data. For this purpose we computed a simulated forward image using the 
configuration of approximation 2 (Fig. 40 (c) and (d)) so that it looks like the rescaled 
measured data. A total 121 DV-PSFs were used. We use the same PSF alignment process 
for the restoration as in the case of the measured data, in computing forward image so 
that we can compare the reconstructed results from the measured data and simulated data. 
The simulated noiseless observation is shown in Fig. 43(c).  For the simulated 
observation we used simulated DV PSFs that are approximations to measured PSFs. 
Thus, the simulated observation is an approximation of the measured data as shown in 
Fig. 43. The intensity profile of Fig. 45 exhibits the reason for which measured data and 
simulated observations may not look alike. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 43. (a) Rescaled measured data, (b) surmised bead with diameter 6.72 µm and 
thickness of the shell 0.96 µm (c) Simulated noiseless forward image. The size of the 
simulated observation is 128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial 
spacing=0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium 
=1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. 
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In order to incorporate noise at the same level as in the measured data, we 
calculated the SNR from the measured image. To do this we selected a region from the 
measured data where the probability of signal other than noise is zero. In Fig. 44 (a) and 
(b) the XZ view of the selected region is shown. In Fig. 44 (c) Probability Density 
Function (PDF) of the XZ plane of the selected region is shown. We have found a mean = 
0.0094 and a standard deviation = 0.0047 in this region. We then applied Gaussian noise 
distribution with this mean and standard deviation on the simulated noiseless observation 
(Fig. 44 (d)). The result is the simulated noisy observation (Fig. 44 (e)) with SNR =14.46 
dB of the selected region of the experimental data. However, this is not accurate because 
both Poisson and Gaussian noise present in widefield noisy measured data. Hence we 
applied Poisson noise (SNR=16.82 dB)) and Gaussian noise (SNR=15.56 dB) on the 
noiseless simulated observation. Eventually we computed the combined SNR (14.6 dB), 
which is close to the SNR of the selected region in the experimental data. 
Fig. 45 shows the Intensity profiles through the Z axis for both simulated noisy 
observation and measured data. We maintained the same amount of information in both 
images for the comparison purpose, which is normalized to 1. We have seen a clear 
difference between the noisy simulated observation and measured data. The reason is 
Gibson-Lanni [1] PSF model is an approximation and relies on conditions that we only 





(a) (b) (c) 
 
  
(d) (e)   
Fig. 44. (a) Measured observation (before rescaling) with selected region ((X,Y,Z)=(0.16 
µm to 20.48, 0.16µm to 1.6 µm, 14.56 µm to 16 µm)) at the left side, (b) XZ view of the 
selected region locates at voxels [X(1-10), Y(1-128),  Z(91-100)]., (c) Probability 
Density Function (PDF) of the XZ plane of the selected region (d) Noiseless simulated 
observation,  (e) Noisy simulated observation (Poisson noise (SNR=16.8197 dB), 
Gaussian (SNR=15.5613 dB),  Combined SNR=14.5964 dB) Here diameter of the bead 
=6.72 µm, size of the observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral 
and axial spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and 






Fig. 45. Intensity profiles through the Z axis of both simulated noisy observation and 
measured data. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 
wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. 
 
9) Impact of Regularization on the reconstruction from measured data 
The regularization parameter has a large impact on the reconstruction of the 
measured data. A large value of the regularization parameter makes the restoration result 
to appear smooth (blurred), where a small value makes the restoration more sensitive to 
the noise. Different restorations where obtained with a small, a large and a well-chosen 
value for the regularization parameter throughout the reconstruction process of the 
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measured data using a Regularized DV-Inverse filtering algorithm to see the impact of 
regularization on restoration. Fig. 46 shows the impact of regularization value on the 
reconstruction of measured data. We see for large regularization value like 0.01 the 
restored image becomes blurry. For small regularization value such as 0.00001 the 
restored image is heavily dominated by noise. For a well-chosen value like 0.0001 we 
obtained expected result. So we performed the reconstructions by the regularized DV-
Restoration algorithms from the measured data and simulation data.  
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 46. impact of regularization value.  Reconstruction of measured data by DV-Inverse 
filtering with regularization values (a) 0.00001, (b) 0.0001, and (c) 0.01. Here diameter of 
the bead =6.72 µm, size of the observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 
µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium 
=1.515 and sample medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. The measured 
data has SNR 14.6 dB approximately. 
 
Fig. 47 shows the selection of well-chosen regularization value by Strata based 






Fig. 47. Selection of regularization value by (a) Strata based DV-EM at 2500 iterations, 
(b) DV-CG at 100 iterations, (c) DV-Inverse filter; (d) PCA based DV-EM and 2500 
iterations. The regularization value for strata based DV-EM is 0.0001, for DV-CG is 
0.0000, for DV-Inverse filtering is 0.0001 and for PCA based DV-EM is 0.0001. Here 
diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the observation=128x128x170 voxels or 
20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the 
Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil 







Comparison between the reconstructions of measured data and simulated data 
 
Strata-based DV-EM algorithm: 
Reconstruction of measured and simulated data by the strata-based DV-EM 
algorithm is shown in Fig. 48. From Fig. 48 (e) we see that RMSE between the estimated 
object (at 2500 iterations) and true object (Fig. 43 (b) ) is 0.0438 and normalized I-
Divergence is 0.0667 and from Fig. 48 (f) we see that RMSE between the estimated 
object (at 5000 iterations)  and true object (Fig. 43 (b) ) is 0.0423 and normalized I-
Divergence is 0.0457. So with the increase of iterations the object estimation quality is 
increased. But we can see stratification in the restoration from the measured data at high 
iterations of the strata based DV-EM (Fig. 48 (c)).  Stratification effect from the 
reconstruction of measured data is not visible in low number of iterations but at high 
iteration this effect is visible. The reason is at the high iteration the intensity of the 
information inside the strata tends to be higher. The information from the strata boundary 
of the measured data moves to the middle of the strata to make the intensity high due to 
the maximization process after each iteration and as we use simulated DV-PSFs a 
mismatch took place between the simulated DV PSFs and measured PSFs. Hence the 
maximization process cannot determine up to which intensity level the data inside the 
strata can reach. Thus, stratification effect becomes visible at high iteration.  But this 
does not happen when  the simulated observation is used as there is no mismatch between 
the DV-PSFs and due to maximization procedure the simulated estimated objects gets 
closer to the simulated true object and after that the intensity of data inside the strata will 
not exceed the intensity of the true object of the same strata. Therefore, information from 
the strata boundary will not shift to make the intensity high during the deconvolution 
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process. So at the high iteration stratification effect is not visible in the simulated 
deconvolution process. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 48. Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by DV-EM algorithm, (a) 
Rescaled measured data, Reconstruction of measured data by DV-EM algorithm after (b) 
2500 iterations , (c) 5000 iterations,  (d) Simulated noisy observation , Reconstruction of 
simulated observation by DV-EM algorithm after (e) 2500 iterations (RMSE = 0.0438 
and I-Divergence (Normalized) = 0.0667) and (f) 5000 iterations (RMSE = 0.0423 and I-
Divergence (Normalized) = 0.0457). Number of strata =34 and each strata has thickness 
equal to 0.8 µm. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the measured 
observation=128x128x194 voxels or 20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3 
and measured rescaled 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 
wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. The measured data has SNR 14.6 dB 




Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by DV-CG algorithm is shown in 
Fig. 49. From Fig. 49 (e) we see that RMSE between the estimated object (at 20 
iterations) and true object (Fig. 43 (b) ) is 0.0535 and normalized I-Divergence is 0.2125 
and from Fig. 49 (f) we see that RMSE between the estimated object (at 50 iterations)  
and true object (Fig. 43 (b) ) is 0.0530 and normalized I-Divergence is 0.2125. So with 
the increase of iterations the object estimation quality is increasing. But we can see slight 
stratification by DV-CG in high iterations (Fig. 49 (c)).  We have also seen convergence 
takes place after 50 iterations for the DV-CG restoration algorithm and thus the achieved 












   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 49. Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by DV-CG algorithm, (a) 
Rescaled measured data, Reconstruction of measured data by DV-CG algorithm after (b) 
20 iterations , (c) 50 iterations,  (d) Simulated noisy observation , Reconstruction of 
simulated observation by DV-CG algorithm after (e) 20 iterations (RMSE =0.0535, I-
Divergence (Normalized)=0.2125) and (f) 50 iterations (RMSE=0.0530,  I-Divergence 
(Normalized)=0.2031 ). Number of strata =34 and so each strata has depth 0.8 µm. Here 
diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the measured observation=128x128x194 voxels or 
20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3 
and measured rescaled observation=128x128x170 voxels or 
20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the 
Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil 








PCA-based DV-EM algorithm 
 
PCA-based DV-EM algorithm with 5 components: 
Reconstruction of measured and simulated data using the PCA-based DV-EM 
algorithm with 5 and 15 components was performed. Fig. 50 summarizes results obtained 
with 5 components and it shows that a reasonable reconstruction of the measured and 
simulated data can be achieved.   
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 50. Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by PCA based DV-EM 
algorithm with 5 components, (a) Rescaled measured data, Reconstruction of measured 
data by PCA based DV-EM algorithm with 5 components, algorithm after (b) 2500 
iterations , (c) 5000 iterations.   
 
PCA based DV-EM algorithm with 15 components: 
 
Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by PCA based DV-EM algorithm 
with 15 components algorithm is shown in Fig. 51. From Fig. 51 it is evident that with 
the increase of iterations the object estimation quality is increased in both the measured 




   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Fig. 51. Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by PCA based DV-EM 
algorithm with 5 components, (a) Rescaled measured data, Reconstruction of measured 
data by PCA based DV-EM algorithm with 5 components, algorithm after (b) 2500 
iterations , (c) 5000 iterations,  (d) Simulated noisy observation , Reconstruction of 
simulated observation by DV-EM algorithm after (e) 2500 iterations (RMSE= 0.0422 and 
I-Divergence (Normalized)= 0.0611) and (f) 5000 iterations (RMSE= 0.0397and I-
Divergence (Normalized) =0.0409). Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
measured observation=128x128x194 voxels or 20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3 
and rescaled 
measured observation==128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial 
spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample 
medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. The measured data has SNR 14.6 






DV-Inverse filtering algorithm: 
Reconstruction from measured and simulation data by DV-Inverse filter algorithm 
is shown in Fig. 52. From Fig. 52 (d) we see that RMSE between the estimated object and 
true object (Fig. 43 (b)) is 0.0702 and normalized I-Divergence is 0.0658. A close 
similarity is noticeable between the reconstruction from the measured data and simulated 
data by the DV-Inverse filtering method. But the restoration results from both measured 







Fig. 52. Reconstruction of measured and simulation data by DV-Inverse filtering 
algorithm, (a) Rescaled measured data, Reconstruction of measured data by DV- Inverse 
filtering algorithm, (c) Simulated noisy observation , Reconstruction of simulated 
observation by DV- Inverse filtering algorithm (RMSE =  0.0702 and I-Divergence 
(Normalized)= 0.0658). Number of strata =34 and so each strata has depth 0.8 µm. 
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Comparison of reconstructions from measured data using all the DV algorithms 
Fig. 53 and 54 show the comparison among the reconstructions from the 
measured data at different iterations. We see that a smaller number of iterations of the 
DV-EM algorithm produce better result but in the high iterations, it suffers from 
stratification effects, which creates distortions on the reconstructed image. Restoration by 
DV-CG looks better at the fewer number of iterations and it converges faster but still 
there is a deviation from the original expected bead. Reconstruction by PCA based DV-
EM is better in the high iteration but there is artifact appears on the restored image. Still it 
is at least 6 times faster than that of Strata based DV-EM.  DV-Inverse filter fails to 
produce the spherical shape of the bead as expected. This qualitative (and quantitative 
analysis based on the RMSE and I-DIV) shows that the most acceptable reconstruction of 
the ring bead from the measured data is the one obtained by the PCA-based DV-EM. 
 
  
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 53. Comparison among the reconstructions from the measured data using all the DV 
algorithms under investigation. (a) Rescaled measured data.  Reconstruction from 
measured data using: (b) Strata based DV-EM at 2500 iterations, 34 strata and a 
regularization parameter of 0.0001 ; (c) DV-CG at 20 iterations, 34 strata and a 
regularization parameter of 0.00001; (d) PCA based DV-EM at 2500 iterations, 15 PCA 
components and a regularization parameter of 0.0001;   and finally (e) DV-Inverse 




   
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
Fig. 54. Comparison among the reconstructions from the measured data using all the DV 
algorithms under investigation at a larger number of iterations than the ones used in Fig. 
53. (a) Rescaled measured data.  Reconstruction from measured data using: (b) Strata 
based DV-EM at 5000 iterations, 34 strata and a regularization parameter of 0.0001 ; (c) 
DV-CG at 50 iterations, 34 strata and a regularization parameter of 0.00001; (d) PCA 
based DV-EM at 5000 iterations, 15 PCA components and a regularization parameter of 
0.0001;   and finally (e) DV-Inverse filtering with a regularization parameter of 0.0001. 
 
Axial profiles of the reconstructions from the measured and simulated data: 
To further quantify the performance of the restoration algorithms, we compared 
the intensity profiles of the restored images obtained from the different DV-algorithms. 
For the comparison, at first we want to focus on the axial profiles of the reconstructions 
from both measured data and simulated data. Fig. 55(a) shows the surmised object with a 
central vertical line through which we draw the intensity profile. Fig. 55(b) shows the 
axial profiles of the reconstructions from the simulated data by different DV-algorithms. 
Here we see restoration result by PCA based DV-EM with 15 components closely 
matches the profile from the true object. Restoration by DV-EM comes next. Restoration 
by DV-CG is not as successful. Restoration by DV-Inverse filtering shows an 




Fig. 56 shows the axial profiles of the reconstructions from the measured data by 
different DV-algorithms. Here we see restoration result by PCA based DV-EM with 15 
components looks very symmetric like the reconstruction result from the simulated data 
by this algorithm. Restoration by DV-EM comes next but here we see the effect of 
stratification.  Restoration by DV-CG is close to the DV-EM result. Restoration by DV-
Inverse filtering shoes a large deviation from the reconstructions by other algorithms. 






Fig. 55. Axial profiles of the reconstructions from the simulated data by different DV 
algorithms. (a) Surmised object, (b) Axial profiles of the reconstruction from the 
simulated data by different algorithms, noisy simulated observation and true object. Here 
diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the observation=128x128x194 voxels or 
20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3 
and rescaled observation=128x128x170 voxels or 
20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.16 µm, refractive index of the 
Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil 





Fig. 56. Axial profiles of the reconstructions from the measured data by different DV 
algorithms. Axial profiles of the reconstruction from the measured data by different 
algorithms and measured data. Here diameter of the bead =6.72 µm, size of the 
observation=128x128x194 voxels or 20.48x20.48x31.04 µm
3 
and rescaled 
observation=128x128x170 voxels or 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.16 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1.515 and sample medium =1.33, 
wavelength=489 nm, 40x 1.3 oil lens. The measured data has SNR 14.6 dB 
approximately. 
 
Reconstructions from measured bead with diameter 17.28 µm 
The performance of the DV algorithms was investigated using another measured 
data from a test sample, a bead with outer diameter = 17.28 µm (54 voxels) and a 
thickness of a fluorescent shell of ~1.28 µm embedded in water. The imaging conditions 
for the data acquisition are as follows: 
Size of the 3D observation is184x184x320 voxels 58.88x58.88x102.4µm
3
 lateral 
and axial spacing= 0.32 µm; refractive indices of the Immersion medium =1, sample 
medium =1.33 and coverslip = 1.515 respectively; emission wavelength = 490 nm; and a 
20x/0.8 NA oil-immersion lens. The thickness of the coverslip is 170 µm. Hence there is 
a refractive index mismatch between the sample medium and the immersion medium 
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which leads to spherical aberration of the object. The measured data has SNR 19 dB 
approximately. We have evaluated the reconstructions using SI-EM using DV-PSFs at 
different depth to find the approximate depth of the bead in the image space like before. 
We found the depth is at 154.88 µm. Fig. 57 exhibits this fact.  
Fig. 58 shows the determination of regularization value by DV-EM algorithm at 
different iteration levels. We have found the regularization value is 0.00001. Later we 
used this regularization value for the restoration by other DV algorithms. 
 
 
Fig. 57. SI-EM reconstructions from the 17.28 µm measured data (a) microscopy image; 
(b) Rescaled image; (c) SI-EM reconstruction form 1000 iterations; (d) Intensity profile 






Fig. 58. Regularization test for the measured data using DV-EM at 500, 1000 and 1500 
iterations. 
 
The restoration of 17.2 um experimental bead by different DV restoration 
algorithms are shown in Fig. 59, 60 and 61 at different iterations both qualitatively and 
quantitatively. Here we can see the better reconstruction was done by DV-EM and PCA 
based DV-EM that the other algorithms. Here it is mentionable that 15 PCA components 
were generated from the center 100 PSFs. 
So far we have seen PCA based DV-EM performs better reconstruction, which 
encouraged us to reconstruct a biological cell (Rodent Lung Epithelial Cells) with this 






Fig. 59. XZ views; Comparison among the reconstructions from the measured data using 
all the DV algorithms under investigation. (a) Measured data (b) Rescaled measured data.  
Reconstruction from measured data using: (c) DV-CG at 50 iterations, 35 strata and a 
regularization parameter of 0.00001; (d) Strata based DV-EM at 1500 iterations, 35 strata 
and a regularization parameter of 0.00001 ; (e) DV-Inverse filtering with a regularization 
parameter of 0.00001; and finally (f) PCA based DV-EM at 1500 iterations, 15 PCA 
components and a regularization parameter of 0.00001; Here diameter of the bead =17.28 
µm, size of the observation=184x184x320 voxels or 58.88x58.88x102.4µm
3 
and rescaled 
observation=184x184x426 voxels or 58.88x58.88x136.32µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.32 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1 and sample medium =1.33, 









Fig. 60. XY views; Comparison among the reconstructions from the measured data using 
all the DV algorithms under investigation. (a) Rescaled measured data.  Reconstruction 
from measured data using: (b) DV-CG at 50 iterations, 35 strata and a regularization 
parameter of 0.00001; (c) Strata based DV-EM at 1500 iterations, 35 strata and a 
regularization parameter of 0.00001 ; (d) DV-Inverse filtering with a regularization 
parameter of 0.00001; and finally (e) PCA based DV-EM at 1500 iterations, 15 PCA 
components and a regularization parameter of 0.00001; Here diameter of the bead =17.28 
µm, size of the observation=184x184x320 voxels or 58.88x58.88x102.4µm
3 
and rescaled 
observation=184x184x426 voxels or 58.88x58.88x136.32µm
3
,, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.32 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1 and sample medium =1.33, 







Fig. 61.  Axial profiles of the reconstructions from the measured data by different DV 
algorithms. (a) Axial profiles of the reconstruction from the measured data by different 
algorithms and measured data. Here diameter of the bead =17.28µm, size of the 
observation=184x184x320 voxels or 58.88x58.88x102.4µm
3 
and rescaled 
observation=184x184x426 voxels or 58.88x58.88x136.32µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 
0.32 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1 and sample medium =1.33, 




Fig. 62. XY view of the biological cell (Mouse brain cell); (a) observation of XY plane at 
depth 23.68 um; Reconstruction by PCA based DV-EM with 7 principle components at 
(b) 1000 iterations; (c) 2000 iterations; (d) 3000 iterations; (e) 4000 iterations; (f) 5000 
iterations. Here size of the observation = 256x256x128 voxels or 81.92x81.92x40.96µm
3 ; 
rescaled observation =256x256x 176 voxels or 81.92x81.92xx56.32 µm
3
, lateral and 
axial spacing= 0.32 µm, refractive index of the Immersion medium =1 and sample 





Fig. 63.  XY view of the biological cell (Mouse brain cell); (a) observation of XY plane 
at depth 27.52 um; Reconstruction by PCA based DV-EM with 7 principle components at 
(b) 1000 iterations; (c) 2000 iterations; (d) 3000 iterations; (e) 4000 iterations; (f) 5000 
iterations. Here size of the observation = 256x256x128 voxels or 
81.92x81.92x40.96µm
3
rescaledobservation =256x256x 176 voxels or 
81.92x81.92xx56.32 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.32 µm, refractive index of the 





Fig. 64. XZ view of the biological cell (Mouse brain cell); (a) observation of XY plane at 
depth 27.52 um; Reconstruction by PCA based DV-EM with 7 principle components at 
(b) 1000 iterations; (c) 2000 iterations; (d) 3000 iterations; (e) 4000 iterations; (f) 5000 
iterations. Here size of the observation = 256x256x128 voxels or 
81.92x81.92x40.96µm
3
rescaledobservation =256x256x 176 voxels or 
81.92x81.92xx56.32 µm
3
, lateral and axial spacing= 0.32 µm, refractive index of the 
Immersion medium =1 and sample medium =1.376, wavelength=605 nm, 20x 0.8 air 
lens. 
  
From Fig. 59, 60 and 61 we can conclude that strata based DV-EM and PCA 
based DV-EM produce the better restoration results. Restoration results by PCA based 
DV-EM and Strata based DV-EM is closer to the object but they have an asymmetry in 
the intensity profile. For this asymmetric behavior some portions of the estimated object 
gets large intensity value and some portion gets small intensity value. In this way 
reconstruction may not become absolutely successful. So restoration algorithms should 
be stopped when the symmetric behavior is found in the intensity profile of the estimated 
image. We have seen PCA based DV-EM algorithm is almost 6 times faster than the 
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strata based DV-EM one. The strata based DV-EM produces stratification at higher 
iterations in the restoration result. DV-CG has great advantage that its convergence is 
much faster. DV–Inverse filtering has the fastest restoration time but it has worse 
restoration capability. Thus, the PCA based DV-EM is preferred when there is a question 
of accuracy while the DV-CG algorithm is preferred when time is a constraint. If we 
consider both features in best overall performance, then based on the results presented in 
this thesis, the PCA-based DV-EM is the recommended method for the correction of 



















V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The performance analysis among the DV restoration algorithms were studied with 
simulation for fluorescence microscopy. The algorithms were also applied to measured 
data acquired with a fluorescence microscope.  Both qualitative and quantitative analyses 
were carried out to investigate the performance of the algorithms. For the quantitative 
analysis the RMSE and I-DIV discrepancy measures were used and intensity profiles 
from the estimated images were compared to the profiles from the true object. 
Performance analysis was determined by the number of strata or components used for the 
reconstruction. Having more strata or principle components requires more time and 
memory as the computational complexity increases. Therefore we used a moderate 
number of strata or components for the restoration purpose. For example for a small 
simulated observation  (3 µm bead, size of the observation 19.2 x 19.2x 38.4 µm
3
 and 
Lens 20x 0.8) we used 16 strata and 7 components  and for a large measured data (6.72 
µm bead, size of the observation is 20.48x20.48x27.2 µm
3  
and Lens 40x 1.3) we used 34 
strata and 15 components. The lower the I-DIV value or RMSE value achieved the better 
the reconstruction of the estimated objects by all DV algorithms.  
In our reconstruction process we used both simulated observations and measured 
data from bead samples with beads of diameter17.2 µm and 6.72 µm, and data from a 
biological specimen. The observations are taken using both high and low NA lenses. For 
the simulation purpose we calculated the SNR from the measured data. We added 
different amounts of Poisson and Gaussian noise to the simulated observation to mimic 
the real life experimental data so that we can make a comparison among the 
reconstructions from the measured and simulated data at different iterations by the DV 
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algorithms. To make the reconstruction quality better we used regularization algorithms 
like Tikhonov Miller, Total variation and roughness penalty. Finding the optimal 
regularization value is a research issue and hence we limited our regularization tests 
among some values. We proceeded with the regularization value for which we got 
smallest RMSE and I-DIV value of the estimated image. Due to the variable nature of 
regularization we failed to get good reconstruction and convergence does not take place 
during the reconstruction process. We faced this situation in the implementation and 
evaluation of the regularized 
~
H algorithm, which is a depth-variant extension of the 
RLTV algorithm.  
In all cases we used spherically aberrant samples due to RI mismatch to evaluate 
the restoration capability of the DV algorithms in depth-varying imaging conditions. At 
the same time we tried to explore the superior DV algorithm in terms of execution speed 
and reconstruction quality. In the case of reconstruction from measured data, we also had 
to address the fact that depth information of the sample is not available to us.  Towards 
this end, we proposed a way to compute the depth of the specimen or bead from the 
measured data.  
In this work, we compared existing and new DV restoration algorithms for 3-D 
fluorescence microscopy implemented using the overlap-add method. Due to the infinite 
PSF support in widefield microscopy, the piecewise convolutions implemented in these 
DV approaches overlap in neighboring strata (finite depth sections).  The overlap-save 
method requires discarding information in the overlap region of neighboring strata, which 
can lead to information loss. So we ignore this concept in our study. Simulations in the 
presence of noise show that better results are achieved with the method implemented 
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using the PCA based DV-EM approach. As expected, results from iterative methods are 
superior compared to the results from the non-iterative DV-IF at the expense of 
computational time. The benefit of DV restoration algorithms is demonstrated by the 
improvements achieved compared to results from restoration methods that do not account 
for the inherent depth-variability of 3D fluorescence microscopy imaging due to depth-
induced spherical aberrations in the presence of refractive index mismatch. 
In future, we will investigate high resolution (i.e.  High NA Lens 63x1.4NA) cases, 
which will provide a more complete assessment. Combining fast convergence of DV-CG 
and restoration quality of PCA based DV-EM may yield in an improved DV algorithm. 
Hence we have a plan to propose a hybrid algorithm that will inherit property from both 
of these algorithms. We will try to implement the H~ algorithm using SI-EM to make it 
more efficient and faster. Finally we will try to automate the process for the optimal 
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